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ABSTRACT
A JAVA BASED INTERNET
FILE SYSTEM SERVICE
byKeith A. Miller
As the Internet grows and users become more mobile, they will need to be able to access
from remote locations all of the same things that they use in their offices. Some users
accomplish this by taking everything with them, in the form of high-priced, high-powered
laptop computers. Another solution is to use Internet-based services to deliver all of these
same things to the user.
This thesis and its related project address a Java-based File System Service that uses a
combination of local and remote servers, as well as LANs and WANs (including the
Internet) to provide users with access to their files regardless of where the user logs in;
across the room, across town, across the country or around the world.
In the process, this thesis will explore many topics related to wide area file system design
including transport issues, file and directory caching, authentication and authorization.
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GLOSSARY
API - Application Progranirning Interface
AS - Application Service: A service that provides access to applications desired by the
user.
Channel Key: An object that identifies an ongoing conversation between a service and its
client. The Channel Key is issued once the Service Key has been authenticated by the
service.
DNS - Domain Name Service: A standard naming convention used on the Internet to
identify a specific system.
Domain: An area of the Internet defined by a specific name, that contains one or more
systems.
FSS - File System Service: A service that provides access to a user's directories and files
from both local and remote locations.
JDK - JavaDeveloper's Kit
LID - Location Independent Desktop: A desktop that is the same regardless ofwhere it
is accessed from on the network.
NFS - Network File System
Service Key: An object containing information about a specific service, and a license ID
showing that the user has a right to use the service.
UNS - User Name Service: A service that supplies user authentication and account
information.
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1. The Location Independent Desktop
This section will describe the general concept of a Location Independent Desktop, and the
software architecture used to provide it. This concept is being used as the basis for two
theses, one by Keith Miller and the other by Jeff Harman [Harman97]. (More about this
later.)
1.1 Background
The object of the Location Independent Desktop is to supply a user's desktop
environments regardless of where he/she logs into the network; across the room, across
town, across the country or around the world. The solution must support many types of
computer systems, as the user may login into a different type of computer system from the
one normally used.
The user's environment includes the look and feel of the user's desktop (color scheme,
background, toolbar, etc.), applications, and access to the user's files. This same scheme
could be extended to cover access to other services (such as stream services for on-demand
video, etc.), but are considered beyond the scope of this thesis work. (This could be added
in the future.) Also, this scheme assumes that the networks being used are secure.
Therefore, the only security implemented will be that required for general user access to
applications, accounts and files.
1.2 Software Architecture




























Figure 1 : Software Architecture for the Location Independent Desktop
The architecture can be viewed as three sections; the desktop, local services, and remote
services. The Desktop Application provides users with access to their desktops,
applications and files by contacting the local services. The local services determine whether
they can meet the needs of the Desktop Application directly, or whether they must contact
some remote service to fulfill the request. This is done automatically, without needing to
inform the Desktop Application.
1.3 Desktop Application
The Desktop Application is responsible for providing the interface between the user and
the services.
The user interface prompts the user for login name and password information (ex.
MyName@rit.edu, MyPassword). Using the UNS API defined, the Desktop Application
contacts the local User Name Service (UNS) to validate the user. If the user login name
specifies another DNS address, then the local UNS contacts the UNS at the specified
address to validate the user. If the user is valid, the Desktop Application will query the
UNS for account information such as the setup of the user's desktop, color scheme, etc.,
and use this information to display the user's desktop environment.
One of the standard applications that is provided to all users is a File Manager application.
The File Manager uses the File System Service (FSS) to gain access to the user's directories
and files, and displays lists of them to the user. The File Manager obtains a Service Key
from the Desktop which allows it to use the FSS. The user can use the File Manager to
traverse his/her directory tree, create directories, copy, move and rename files, etc.
1.4 UserName Service
The User Name Service (UNS) is responsible for maintaining the user accounts for a
specific domain. It is expected that one of these services would be available in each domain
where Location Independent Desktops are supported. When contacted by a Desktop
Application, the UNS validates a user's login information, and supplies basic account
information. If the user's account is at a remote site, the local UNS contacts the UNS at
the remote site to complete any requests.
Upon request the UNS will supply a Service Key that authorizes the use of a particular
service or application by a particular user The UNS will later be asked to authenticate this
Service Key as part of the authentication process.
1.5 File System Service
The File System Service (FSS) is responsible for providing access to files and directories
owned by the users of the system, and delivering them to the user's current location upon
demand.
Authentication of the user is performed by receipt of a Service Key that was originally
generated by the User Name Service (UNS). The FSS contacts the UNS to authenticate the
Service Key, and then uses the contents of the Service Key to identify the user and
therefore determine his/her file access rights.
The local FSS will hide any accesses to remote FSS Servers that are required to fulfill the
user's requests. When a remote FSS is being utilized, the local FSS will cache the directory
and file data being used, and will attempt to anticipate what the user will need next and
obtain this information in advance so the user will not have to wait longer than necessary.
Sharing of files among multiple users will be allowed. A consistency method will be
chosen, to keep multiple copies of the same file in sync.
1.6 Application Service
The Application Service (AS) is responsible for providing access to applications and
delivery of those applications to the desktop upon demand.
Authentication of the user is performed by request of a Service Key that was originally
generated by the User Name Service (UNS). The AS will contact the UNS to authenticate
the Service Key, and then use the contents of the Service Key to identify the user and
determine the application access rights.
The AS will hide any unnecessary access information from the user in its pursuit of the
application. In addition the application will have the ability to obtain information or files
from its original provider using the same channel developed for itself. The application's
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original provider is the host that the application was taken from. This will give the
application the ability to load libraries or other dynamic modules onlywhen needed.
1.7 Key Paradigm for Services
The paradigm that is maintained by services in this environment is that of keyed service.
There are two types of keys that are referenced in this environment: Service Keys and
Channel Keys. Service Keys are used to obtain services and Channel Keys are used to
access active services.
Service Keys originate from the UNS. The UNS provides the Service Key for a user as
part of the hierarchy of application information. Each application and file system listed in
the user's configuration is paired with a Service Key. The desktop simply decodes what
kind of service is required by a user action and determines if the service has been initiated
for that element. If the service has not been initiated then the Service Key is passed to the
appropriate local server to initiate the service.
Service Keys are not simply a password for access to a service, they also contain
information about the user and where the service can be obtained if the local services are
unable to assist the user themselves. Service Keys can be verified by the user's primary
UNS through the standard UNS API. Service Keys contain enough information to identify
the user, password the service and the identity of the user (and his/her primary UNS
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Figure 2: Service and Channel Key Information Flow
The general flow of keys is as follows: The user initiates an action (such as initial access to
the file system or initial access to an application). The desktop then passes the Service Key
that is associated with the activity to the appropriate local server. The local server examines
the Service Key to determine if the request can be satisfied with local information. If the
service can not be satisfied locally then the Service Key is given further examination for
information that indicates where the key may be used. The local server then contacts the
remote server with the Service Key. The remote server should then respond with a
Channel Key. The local server then sends a Channel Key to the user desktop which
indicates that the service has been successfully initiated. The desktop can then request
further information from the established channel without having to reinitialize the
connection. Any failure within this chain will cause the local server to return an invalid
Channel Key or a value that indicates failure (dependent on the particular server interface
orAPI) which will indicate that the attempted senice request has failed.
Channel Keys are only valid for the duration of a single activity (at minimum) or user login
session (at maximum). Channel Keys are created at the inception of a service by the service
provider (AS server, FSS server, UNS server, etc.) for the sole purpose of identifying the
connection that has been established to service that request. Channel Keys are local access
keys while Service Keys are full information keys.
As an example of the use of keys, consider how the File Manager and the File System
Service (FSS) use keys to access the user's directories and files from a remote domain.
Upon startup of the File Manager, the Desktop Application will pass the FSS Service Key
to the File Manager. (The FSS Service Key was originally supplied to the Desktop
Application by the local UNS, which, in turn, received it from the remote UNS.) The File
Manager opens a dialogwith the local FSS Server using the FSS Service Key. The local FSS
Server contacts the remote FSS Server using the FSS Service Key to establish a dialog. The
remote FSS Server will contact the user's primary UNS Server to authenticate the FSS
Service Key. Ifvalid, the Service Key is then examined locally by the remote FSS Server to
determine if it is valid for access to the service. If still valid, the remote FSS Server will
generate and return a Channel Key to the local FSS Server, which will, in turn, return it to
the FileManager. The File Manager can then use the Channel Keywith all further FSS API
calls. The local and remote FSS Servers can authenticate the Channel Key themselves,
without needing to contact the remote UNS Server.
1.8 Use of Java
Java will be used to provide the basis upon which the Location Independent Desktop will
be created. Java was selected because any client machine that can run Java applications will
have immediate access to all functions without writing specialized code.
1.9 NetworkDomains
Rather than come up with a whole new naming convention, we decided to use and extend
the DNS naming convention that is currendy used in the Internet. This implies that each
domain that supplies Location Independent Desktop Services must supply its own set of
services (i.e. User Name Service, File System Service, etc.). These services may all run on
one servermachine, or may be run on separate machines.
1.10 Thesis work breakdown
Keeping the size of this project down to a workable amount was not an easy task. As has
been mentioned, several areas were either left as
"Future"
functions, or were not addressed
at all. We implemented prototypes to prove the major concepts described, and as a
platform to explore their usefulness.
Jeff Harman concentrated on the Desktop Application, AppKcation Service and the User
Name Service. Keith Miller concentrated on the File System Service and the File Manager
Application. Together they explored the concepts, developed the architecture and defined
the APIs between the main modules. Once their respective areas had been developed and
tested separately, they integrated them and experimentedwith the resulting system.
Separate thesis papers were delivered, each concentrating on the areas defined for the
author, with section 1 being the only common content. However, references that tie the
documents together as awhole have been added where appropriate.
2. Design Philosophy
This section will develop the design philosophy for the File System Service (FSS). In the
process, the philosophy will be contrasted with other approaches that are discussed in the
current literature.
One overriding philosophy is that the goal for the FSS is to prove a concept, not to
produce the most efficient and powerful solution possible. This means that in some
instances, in the interest of time, less than optimal solutions may be selected. This
philosophy will clearly leave areas for further investigation by interested students, faculty,
etc.
Another goal of the design is for everything to be written in Java. This will allow everything
from applications to servers to be transported, without modification or recompilation, to
any networked platform capable of running Java.
Lasdy, the File Manager application that is being delivered with the FSS prototype is meant
to exercise and test the FSS only, not to compete with commercial File Manager products
in the market today. As such, it is a test tool and example of how the FSS can be used, and
is not considered to be a significant deliverable for this thesis. (It will be documented for
use by others, but its design will not be covered.)
2.1 Compatibilitywith existing file systems and applications
The FSS is being designed to support Java applications that need to access remote files on
behalf of their users. Just like most applications, the Java runtime environment uses the
standard input/output (I/O) system calls available on the platform where they are being
run to open, close, read and write files. In a typical distributed environment, if these files
are actually located on a remote server, services in the operating system (such as NFS) can
trap these I/O system calls and redirect them to the remote server without needing to
inform the application. This is the approach taken byWebNFS [Callaghan96].
The FSS was patterned after other distributed file services (for example, NFS, Sprite),
however the FSS itself was written in Java to make it portable. Since the Java runtime
environment is an application and cannot trap I/O system calls, a custom interface was
created for the FSS. Any Java application wishing to use the FSS needs to use the FSS API
classes to access files, instead of the Java I/O classes. Making the FSS API classes "look
and
feel"
as much like the Java I/O classes as possible was an important goal. This was
done to make it easy for applications to upgrade to the FSS API classes from the Java I/O
classes.
2.2 Authentication andAuthorization
Distributed networks are inherendy vulnerable to
"illegal"
intruders [SunSoft95]. As
networks grow and their connections extend beyond the local organization, these
connections are separated by an
"untrusted"
interface the network. Authentication and
authorization become very important to insure that the larger unknown community of
strangers cannot gain access to the network and its resources.
Authentication for users of the FSS is handled through the Service Key mechanism. The
Service Key identifies the user that is attempting to gain FSS service, as well as the specific
FSS Server where the key may be used. The Service Key contains a data area that should be
encrypted to prevent tampering or forgery. (The data area is currendy not being encrypted,
to simplify the prototype.) Authentication of the key, and therefore the user, is performed
by the User Name Service (UNS) server that manages the user's account. Once the user is
authenticated, a Channel Key is generated by the FSS Server and passed back to the client.
Any further requests from the client require this Channel Key as authentication of the user.
(The Channel Key also contains a data area that may be encrypted to prevent tampering or
forgery.)
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Authentication in NFS, by comparison, comes in three flavors: the default
"UNLX-style"
authentication, one based on the Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol, and one that uses
Kerberos [SunSoft95], [Callaghan96], [McKusick96]. The standard
"UNLX-style"
authentication checks the network address of the client against a list of trusted hosts, while
the Diffie-Hellman and Kerberos authentication methods use encrypted keys to protect
authentication information. The Echo file system also uses a cryptographic protocol for
authentication [Mann94]. The Service Key method used by FSS is clearly better than
"UNLX-style"
authentication, but is not as sophisticated as the cryptographic methods.
Authorization in the FSS is necessary before access to any files is supplied. Ideally, once the
user has been authenticated, the User's ID (UID) (which is stored in the Channel Key
provided with the request) would be used with whatever file access controls are available
on the server (ex. UNLX style permission bits or Access Control Lists) to determine if the
user has permission to access the directories and files requested. This is what NFS servers
do to control file access [Callaghan96].
Servers written in C or C++ can use a couple ofmethods to accomplish this. One method
involves changing the execution ownership of the server to that of the user and then letting
the operating system decide whether the user should be allowed access to the resource.
Another method involves determining the ownership and permissions, (or access control
list) for a resource, and deciding from these whether the user should be allowed access to
the resource. Both of these methods require library calls to the operating system.
While Java has provided classes that hide some operating system library calls (for things
like file and directory attributes), it does not provide classes to change a program's
execution ownership, or to access actual file ownership and permissions, or access control
lists, etc. To support real authorization, a Java program would need to use operating system
calls. Rather than add these calls and thus create a platform specific solution, a
"mock-up"
ofwhat authorization wouldwork like was implemented for the FSS prototype.
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Lasdy, when a file or directory is cached, the Service Key that was used to access it is
included in the data. Since the Service Key is essentially part of the
"path"
to the data, only
the user that owns that Service Key is authorized to access that cached copy of the data. If
another user desires the same data from the server, his/her Service Key and access rights
are different, hence duplicate cache entries with different Service Keys and access rights
will be created for the new user. This may not be the
"ideal"
design, but it works very
effectively. And, since file sharing is assumed to be limited, there is very little loss in
efficiency.
2.3 Global file naming
Some file systems, such as Alex [Cate92] and AFS [Reguero92], attempt to create globally
unique filenames for all of the files in the world. Although this is useful, it is overkill for the
FSS. Each FSS Service Key that a user owns authorizes access to a specific FSS Server and
a single (possibly large) directory tree of files.
File systems such as BBFS [HiHyer92] desire a location-transparent naming scheme that
allows the application to use the same name for a file regardless of which nodes in the
distributed system are used for access and data storage. This is not an issue that FSS needs
to solve. Actually, the design of the FSS depends on the files continuing to be available
from a specific server and at a specific path within that server.
Heterogeneous systems can affect the FSS in one of two ways: how file and directory paths
are specified, and the types of attributes available for a file. Since the FSS is written in Java
and the FSS API should "look and
feel"
as much like the Java I/O classes as possible, the
file attributes supported are limited to those supported by the Java File class.
Since the Service Key contains the base path for the directory tree the user has access to,
any drive specifiers (i.e., "C:\", etc.) can be buried in the key where the user rarely if ever
sees it. In addition, the Java File class supplies knowledge of the path separator (i.e.,
'/'
or
'V) used on the current platform. This knowledge can be used and transferred into the FSS
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API in an appropriate manner. This means that an application could use the path separator
provided in the FSS API to build paths properly. In addition, an application could
completely hide from the user the need for different path separator characters on different
platforms. The File Manager application provided with the prototype uses the path
separator to build paths properly, but does not attempt to hide which character is required
by the platform being accessed.
2.4 Transport Issues
The design of the FSS uses both LAN andWAN services. If the transport protocol chosen
is to be of any use, the attributes of these networks must be thoroughly understood. This
subsection will explore many of the aspects of transmitting information on LANs and
WANs.
2.4.1 LANs andWANs
Local Area Networks (LANs) are typically high bandwidth, low latency, highly reliable
networks. For this reason, just about anything works and works well. However, when you
start looking atWide Area Networks (WANs), these are typically low bandwidth and prone
to errors requiring data retransmission [SunSoft95]. WANs are also noted for their high
latency [Callaghan96]. For clients and servers that are separated by great distances, as may
occurwith the FSS, these latency effects are significant and must be taken into account
2.4.2 UDPvs. TCP
When looking at communications on LANs, both the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) and
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) are \iable options, with each having its own
advantages and disadvantages. When NFS was first being designed, UDP was preferred
because it performed well on LANs and was faster than TCP [Callaghan96]. While UDP
benefited from the high bandwidth and low latency typical of LANs, it performed poorly
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when subjected to the low bandwidth and high latency ofWANs like the Internet. Since
TCP provides reliable delivery with congestion control, it avoids the problems associated
with UDP [McKusick96]. Therefore, it became the preferred protocol for use on the
Internet, despite its somewhat inferior performance.
In recent years, improvements in hardware and TCP implementations have narrowed this
performance gap enough that TCP can now outperform UDP. For this reason, NFS
Version 3 in Solaris defaults to the TCP implementation over the UDP implementation.
(Both are available, to support older clients and servers.)
Since the FSS will depend highly on communications over the Internet, only TCP
protocols will be acceptable. Although Java provides both TCP and UDP implementations
of socket classes, the FSS will use the TCP implementation to assure successful
communications across the Internet.
2.4.3 Transport Independence
Due to its widespread implementation, NFS is considered a de jure industry standard
[SunSoft95]. Part of NFS's success is due to the fact that it was designed to run on any
available stream-oriented or datagram oriented protocol [McKusick96]. It has versions that
run on UDP and TCP (as mentioned above), as well as being ported to run over numerous
non-IP based protocols.
Since the FSS is Java based and uses Java's stream sockets for communications and
information transfer on both LANs and WANs, the FSS will be limited to running on
networks where Java can run, namely TCP networks. In the future, ifJava's stream sockets
are supported on other protocols, extending the FSS to use those protocols should be only
a minor task.
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2.4.4 Efficiency issues for long haul communications
When operating on a LAN, protocols that are less than efficient can survive due to
the
high bandwidth and low latency of the network. However, when latencies grow large and
bandwidth dwindles, as happens on most WANs, protocol efficiency becomes a critical
issue.
One method used to improve efficiency over long haul networks is for a client and server
to share a single connection. Setting up and tearing down TCP connections requires a lot
of overhead [SunSoft95], decreasing efficiency. NFS clients use one connection to each
server, regardless of the number of client mounts setup on that server. In addition,
persisting the connection even when traffic is low or non-existent avoids
"slow-start"
congestion, increasing the bandwidth as the lifetime of the connection increases
[Callaghan96].
When accessing files, the most frequently fetched chunk sizes are in the range from 1 to
8KBytes [Spasojevic94]. However, when transferring large amounts of information over
the Internet, larger transfer sizes improve performance by reducing the number of
turnaround delays required during the transfer. The high latency on the Internet penalizes
protocols with large numbers of turnarounds [Callaghan96].
Another method used for efficiency is to issue multiple concurrent requests over a single
TCP connection and have the responses return asynchronously. Since large files are
transferred with multiple READ requests there is no delay for the downloading of small
files while a large file is downloading [Callaghan96]. This, of course, must be balanced with
the desire to increase transfer sizes.
In some protocols, certain sequences of requests are common. Rather than incur the
turnaround delays for each request, it is more efficient to combine the sequence into a
single request. Examples of this are the READDIRPLUS RPC in NFS [Callaghan96] and
the Readdir_and_Lookup RPC in NQNFS [Macklem94]. These requests return file
attribute information for each file in the directory alongwith the directory information.
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Last but not least, when changes need to be written back to the server, rather than writing
back an entire block when only a few bytes have changed, sending back only the changed
bytes is preferable. This results in less data being transferred over the network, and when
there are multiple writers non-overlappingmodifications to a file are not lost.
Since the FSS depends on transfers over the Internet, it takes all but one of these
performance improvements into account in its communications design. Writing only the
changed bytes in a block back to the server was not included, to keep the caching design
simple.
2.4.5 Network failure and recovery
The network can fail in a number ofways. The most important failures to consider are the
loss of packets and splitting of the network topology. Handling loss of packets means that
the protocol must be able to detect that a packet was lost and recover gracefully. In the
FSS, loss of packets will be handled through the use of TCP. TCP includes a guarantee to
upper layers that packets will be delivered. If re-transmissions are necessary, TCP handles
them automatically. Handling the splitting and subsequent recombining of a split network
involves avoiding and/or resolving any conflicts between the client and the server. In
general, the FSS design does not address failure recovery. This was left as an area for
possible future enhancement.
2.5 Server issues
The next group of issues to be explored are those that affect the server and its ability to
continuously service its clients.
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2.5.1 Stateless versus Stateful servers
A primary issue of interest when designing a server is whether it must save state
information about its clients (i.e. stateful) or not (i.e. stateless). The stateful versus stateless
server debate is one of high interest and debate in the literature and when comparing file
system designs.
NFS was designed to be stateless. The benefit of the stateless protocol is that there is no
need to do state recovery after a client or server has crashed and rebooted, or after the
network has been partitioned and reconnected [McKusick96]. Once the client and the
server can communicate again, they simply pick up where they left off. It is clear that
several kinds of error handling and failure recovery problems are much easier to treat in a
stateless environment [Gloor88].
One disadvantage of the stateless approach is the lack of file locking. NFS attempts to
make up for this by providing a separate advisory file locking daemon. However, this is not
an optimal solution.
On the other hand, file systems such as Sprite and AFS use a stateful approach. Although
this requires a more sophisticated server [Reguero92], one advantage of the stateful
approach is that it solves some of the performance problems of the stateless approach
[Baker91] On the other hand, if a file server crashes and reboots, it must recover its
knowledge of which clients have which files cached, so that it can enforce cache
consistency on future open requests.
There are solutions to recovering state, however few are easy to implement. For instance,
in Sprite the solution is to use the state information replicated on the client workstations.
When a client detects that a server has rebooted, it transfers its state information to the
server. Once the server has received state information from all of its clients, recovery is
complete. In practice, one problem is knowing when all of the possible clients have
responded. What if one of them is down or delayed? The server will never know, or may
be contacted too late.
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2.5.2 Idempotent operations and detection of retried requests
Issues that direcdy effect the accuracy of a server are whether the server's operations are
idempotent and whether the server is able to detect retried requests. An idempotent
operation is one that can be repeated several times without the final result being changed
or an error being caused |McKusick96]. In NFS, most operations are idempotent. In
addition, the NFS server's cache also detects retries of previously serviced requests. This
has the added benefit of reducing the total amount ofwork that the server must perform.
The FSS uses idempotent operations for all operations, however detection of retried
operations is not performed. This allows the FSS to take the stateless approach to services.
When a server crashes, there is no need to recover state information. Clients simply re
establish connections to the server, re-open the files they were working on and continue
where they left off. Since all operations are idempotent, if an operation is repeated the
result will still be the same. The stateless approach also means that file locking cannot be
supported by the server. This provides a solution that should be of sufficient performance,
yet not too sophisticated and still meet the needs for a proofof concept prototype.
2.5.3 Effects of implementing in User space versus kernel space
One issue that directly effects performance is the level at which the solution is
implemented. User space daemons are severely limited by their interface to the underlying
operating system. Even the use of threads within a single process cannot match the tight
integration and low overheads achievable within the operating system [Callaghan96]. For
this reason, any service that is implemented in the operating system will always outperform
a similar service implemented in user space.
Since the FSS is implemented in Java and the Java runtime environment is an application in
user space, its performance will never match the performance of NFS, for example. The
only exception to this might be on a native Java system where the FSS could be easily




The primary function of the FSS is to supply access to a user's files and directories. The
user does not really care where the files and directories are stored. The user simplywants to
be able to use them and does not want to wait an excessive amount of time to be able to
do so. The FSS attempts to meet this goal, regardless of the fact that some files may be
stored locallywhile others may be stored half-way around the world. In the absence of fast,
reliable communications, the primary technology required to provide this is caching. This
section will explore caching techniques in the process of developing the FSS's caching
philosophy.
2.6.1 Synchronous, Asynchronous and Delayed Writes
A search of the current literature shows a wide variety of techniques used to increase
performance involvingwrites from caches, each with their own pros and cons and levels of
success.
Version 2 ofNFS requires that all data written by a client must be written to stable storage
on the server (i.e. a disk or NVRAM) before responding affirmatively to the client
[Callaghan96]. Referred to as "synchronous writes", this method forces a performance
penalty on the client while writes to the server are completed.
Version 3 of NFS supports the use of unstable "asynchronous
writes"
from the client,
followed by a COMMIT request forcing all asynchronous writes to be completed before
responding affirmatively to the client's COMMIT request. This provides for much faster
writes, limited only by the speed of the network. The COMMIT operation still provides a
synchronous overall approach, however the clients must now save the asynchronously
written buffers until the COMMIT is completed in case the server crashes before
completing one ormore of the writes to stable storage [McKusick96].
Another method described as the "periodic update
concept"
is discussed in [Carson92]. In




without updating the on-disk copy of the file. On a periodic basis, the dirty cache
blocks are written to the disk to avoid data loss in the event of a file system failure. This
provides a fast caching mechanism, with a minimal risk of data loss. Variants
of this
method are used in the Sprite network file system and the UNIX file system.
Another technique used to increase cache performance is called "write
gathering"
Qaszczak94]. This technique involves exploiting the fact that several write requests for the
same file often arrive at about the same time. By collecting these writes into a single large
write to the file, both the server write bandwidth and the overall server capacity and
responsiveness are increased.
The Echo distributed file system uses extensive caching as a key feature. Echo client
machines maintain coherent caches of file and directory data, with delayed write-back of all
cached information [Mann94]. However, although the design addressed the problem of
reliably notifying applications and users when write-behind data is lost, a fully satisfactory
solution was not achieved.
In Spritely NFS, clients do not need to write-through dirty blocks when a file is closed
|]VIogul94]. By introducing state tables into the server, the server keeps track ofwhich files
were closed dirty and can ask the client to write the blocks back if another client opens the
file for reading. Otherwise, the writer client can write them back at its leisure. In some
cases, the file may be deleted before it is written back to the server saving the time and
effort. The technique of writing dirty blocks after the file has closed is called "write-
behind".
For a good discussion of Synchronous, Asynchronous and Delayed writes, see
[McKusick96].
The FSS cache is designed to accept writes from clients and save them to stable storage (a
hard disk) until the file is closed. When a file is closed, all dirt}' file blocks for that file are
sent back to its server before the close is acknowledged. This method was chosen because
it was relatively easy to implement, fairly responsive to its clients and would not lose any
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data in the event of a server failure. It did require the server to save some state information,
but the information is written to the hard disk with the saved data, and is easily retrieved
after a server failure.
The design does provide for dirty blocks to be written back to its server at any time while
the file is open, but this was not implemented in the prototype due to time constraints.
Doing so would improve the latency involved in closing a file that has a lot of dirty blocks
to be written to its server.
2.6.2 Cache consistency
In order to avoid problems when sharing files among two or more users, a file service must
carefully define its cache consistency rules for reading and writing. The de facto standard in
this area is referred to as UNIX semantics and is built from the case of a single processor
system that allows files to be shared among its processes.
In UNIX semantics, when a READ follows aWRITE the READ will always see the value
just written. When two WRITES occur in quick succession, a READ will always see the
last value written. In other words, the system enforces an absolute time ordering on all
operations and returns the most recent value [Tanenbaum95].
Delivering UNIX semantics is easy for a single processor system. However, when multiple
processors are involved each with their own local cache, and when those processors are
loosely coupled (on LANs and/or WANs), maintaining UNIX semantics is no longer
simple. If all processors were required to coordinate
even*
READ andWRITE through a
single processor, UNIX semantics could be achieved but the performance would be
terrible and caches would be of little use. For this reason, distributed file systems relax the
rules ofUNIX semantics in order to improve performance.
The main issue of cache consistenq- centers around what happens when a value in one of
the cached copies changes. Different approaches are used to address this with differing
levels of success.
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Sprite and NQNFS use delayed writes to achieve better client performance, and a callback
mechanism in the server to maintain cache consistency. NFS implementations usually do a
mixture of asynchronous and delayed writing, but push all writes to the server upon close
[Macklem94]. When the application closes the file, the close will not complete until all
outstanding data is written to stable storage on the server, a property called
close-to-open
semantics [SunSoft95]. Close-to-open semantics also helps assure that changes are written
to the file before another client attempts to read it.
NFS servers maintain read consistency by always having clients verify the contents of their
cache before using it [McKusick96][SunSoft95]. This is done by comparing the last
modified dates of the data in the cache and the original file kept on the server. If the dates
are the same, the cached data can still be used. Otherwise, new data must be retrieved from
the server.
The problem with this approach is the RPC round-trip delay for each file access while the
dates are compared. To reduce client latency and server load, most NFS implementations
track how recendy the dates were compared and uses a tunable parameter (measured in
seconds) to determine if it needs to compare them again. If the compare is not yet
required, the client simply uses the cached data. This delay is used to improve client file-
read performance at the expense of cache consistency for simultaneous w-rite-sharing
(because while a file is open, writes are not actually synchronous) [Mogul94]. Sprite solves
this problem by disabling caching of a file whenever concurrent write sharing of that file
might occur [McKusick96].
A more consistent approach used by some network file systems is to use a callback scheme
where the server keeps track of all files that each of its clients has cached. The drawback is
that this approach introduces state into the server because the server must remember the
clients that it is serving, the set of files that they have cached, and which files have been
changed in the caches.
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Yet another approach allows the client to decide the level of consistency it requires.
The
file service discussed in [Tait92] supports two read interfaces; one with
"lazy"
semantics
and the other with
'"UNIX-like"
semantics. When little sharing occurs, this design
achieves
high fault tolerance and low latency for both reads and writes.
As mentioned in the previous section, the FSS cache requires all dirty file blocks to be
written back to the server before the file close is acknowledged. This is the same as the
"close-to-open"
semantics supported by NFS. Since the FSS prototype is primarily meant
to provide non-shared access to a user's files, file semantics could be loosened a great deal.
"Close-to-open"
semantics meets the needs for this implementation.
2.6.3 File locks and leases
In NFS, file locking (flock) was implemented by a separate daemon that could maintain the
necessary'
state information, since the stateless NFS server could not [McKusick96]. This
design required some loss of traditional UNIX semantics. When a file is unlinked, the
space cannot be released until the final process has closed the file. In NFS, this release is
approximated by a heuristic that sometimes fails.
A different approach to locking in a stateless server environment called Distributed
Synchronized Locking (DSL) was proposed by Gloor [Gloor88]. In (DSL) when a client
wants to lock a file, it checks its local lock table. If the file is not locked, it sets the lock in
the table and broadcasts the lock to all other clients. (Releases are also broadcast to all of
the other clients.) If the file is already locked by another client, the client waits until the
lock is removed and then locks it itself.
On the other hand, NQNFS supports leases instead of locks to avoid the need to store
state information and still provide full cache consistency under normal operation
pVIacklem94]. A lease provides exclusive access to a file for a fixed period of time. When a
client wishes exclusive access to a file, it requests a lease from the server. If no other lease
exists, the server issues a lease to the client. If the client desires exclusive access beyond the
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end of the lease, it may request a renewal from the server. The server may renew the lease
if no other client wishes access to the file, or it may require that the client pass all changes
back to the server so that an updated copy and a lease may be provided to another
client.
Leases have an advantage in that state information does not need to survive a server crash.
All that a recovering server needs to do is to wait for the maximum lease time
after it
reboots before issuing any leases. By doing this, it is guaranteed that no other leases exist
(because they will all have expired). Unfortunately, it does not provide the server state
information that is required for file system semantics, such as locking, that many software
systems demand.
The FSS prototype does not include support for file locking, or leases. This is an
opportunity for future enhancement.
2.6.4 Caching on disk versus memory
Most NFS clients cache data in memory. However, in recent years more aggressive disk-
based caching such as CacheFS or the AutoCacher have become available
[Callaghan96][Minnich93]. The most common use is to cache read-only files from remote
NFS file systems to a local disk. Cached NFS documents can be validated by comparing
their cached file attributes with the attributes on the server. Although the speed of access
to disk cache is slighdy reduced, larger amounts of data can be stored there with the added
benefit that the information persists after a system reboot [SunSoft95].
The FSS prototype has amemory cache that is backed by copies on the local disk. The disk
copies are necessary so that data is not lost if the server crashes, but the data is available in
RAM for fast access. If a write is made to a cache block, the disk copy is also updated
before the response to the write operation is returned. This ensures that the cache is always
consistentwithin itself, and that read response times are always fast.
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2.6.5 Read-ahead file block caching
When caching is used, files are typically
transmitted in
"chunks"
rather than copying the
entire file to the cache, allowing the cached file to be
sparse [SunSoft94]. Several caching
protocols download files to their clients with a series ofREAD requests, each containing a
file offset and a count of the number of bytes to read. For long, sequential reads typical of
file transfer, a client will often
"read-ahead"
(i.e., have concurrent read requests each for a
different chunk of the file) [Callaghan96]. When the vast majority of file accesses are
sequential (as was generally found of UNIX file accesses by [Blaze92]),
"read-ahead"
can
be a very effective tool.
NFS Version 2 and 3 and CacheFS utilize local disk caching and read-ahead to enhance
read throughput. In addition, NFS clients also maintain the cached data after a file is
closed. This is because in the common case where a file is reopened, read requests will
often be satisfied by data that already resides in the cache [SunSoft96].
The FSS prototype does not perform read-ahead, other than the first block of file data.
This was done to keep the caching design simple. The design does keep the data in the
cache after a file is closed, so that if the file is reopened reads may be satisfied from the
cache, reducing the latency for the client.
2.6.6 Cache sharing
Another way to improve cache effectiveness is to share caches among the clients, and only
contact the server as a last resort [Blaze92]. This extra step increases the response time for
the client, but reduces the load on the server if the data can be found in another client's
cache. To do this effectively, [Blaze92] suggests the use of a hierarchy of caches, to provide
some indication ofwhich client cache to look in for the data desired.
The FSS cache is in the local FSS Server, not in the client. Multiple clients therefore share
this cache. However, each of the entries in the cache is associated with a specific user,
through the Service Key that was used to access the file it comes from. If another user
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accesses the same file with his/her Service Key, duplicate cache entries will be generated
(because the Service Key, and possibly the access rights, are different for this user).
2.6.7 Directory and file attribute caching
Analysis has proven that directory and file attribute caching can be very effective. In the
study done by [Shirriff92], a cache on each client containing just 10 directories had a 91%
hit rate on name lookups. File attribute caching obtained a 90% hit rate with a cache on
each machine of the attributes for 30 files. In addition, only 1 in 400 name component
lookups required invalidation of a remotely cached entry. Since this invalidation rate is
quite low, the cost of invalidation is not an important design consideration for directory
and file attribute caches.
Directory*
caches also address another area that has been referred to as "negative
caching"
[McKusick95]. In a cache that contains only files, there is no information
regarding the non-existence of a file. Some caches actually store the fact that a certain
filename does not exist, to avoid sending name lookups to the server for non-existent files,
thus improving performance. Directory caches cover this functionality, in that all files that
exist are listed in the directory entry. If a file is not listed in the directory entry, it does not
exist on the server, and the name lookup is thus avoided.
The FSS cache contains a directory entries as well as file blocks. Each directory entry
contains the attributes for the directory, a list of the files it contains, and the attributes for
each of the files. This design meets all of the criteria described above for an effective
director)*
and file attribute cache.
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3. Design
This section will develop the design of the File System Service (FSS). It starts by discussing
the physical layout of cooperating systems, and then delves into the designs that make
them work.
3.1 General layout
The cooperation of the systems that make up the FSS is based on the systems being
networked together is certain ways. This section will cover the general layout of systems


























boxes in Figure 3 represent individual systems (ex.
PCs, Workstations, Servers, etc.) networked via a series of LANs and the Internet. There
can be any number of FSS Client Systems on a LAN served by an FSS Server System
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(although if the number of clients gets large, additional servers may need to be added to
share the load). There can also be any number of FSS Server Systems available on the
Internet.
The layout shown makes one particular point, in that if an FSS Client System desires access
to a file served by a remote FSS Server System, it must use its local FSS Server System to
access the remote server and the desired file. This was done for three reasons: so that the
number of systems that have direct access to the Internet can be controlled, only these
systems need to have access through any existing firewalls, and these systems can be
hardened against attacks from hackers. When compared to a design where the FSS Client
Systems all direcdy access the Internet and the remote FSS Server Systems, this design will
have inferior performance. However, in many corporate networks, such a design would
never be allowed to be used due to the security drawbacks it presents. In addition, passing
the data through the local FSS Server System provides an opportunity to cache it for later
reuse.
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3.2 Possible intranet layout
Another likely layout of systems thatmight be used in a corporate environment is shown in
Figure 4. This layout involves using the corporation's intranet to support FSS file access
within the corporation, as well as supporting FSS file access beyond the corporation's
firewall. (Imagination will yield many other layouts that will support use of the FSS.



















Figure 4: Possible intranet layout of FSS Systems
A key design point is that each FSS Server System has a DNS address that can be used to
access it from the Internet. This DNS address is used in the Service Key to differentiate a
particular FSS Server System from any other.
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3.3 Logical architecture
When considering the layouts described, the logical architecture that must be supported is
shown in Figure 5. From the local FSS Server System's point of view, it must be able to
support multiple FSS Client Systems, and be able to access multiple remote FSS Server
Systems, all concurrently. In addition, the design of the FSS Servers should be identical,
because from one client's point of view the server may be local, but from another client's















Figure 5: Logical architecture
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3.4 Block design
The FSS Client and FSS Server Systems can be broken down into blocks, as shown in
Figure 6. The FSS Client System consists of one or more applications, the FSS API, and
the client side of FSS Communications. The FSS Server System consists of the server side
of FSS Communications, the FSS Server itself, the client side of FSS Communications, and
the UNS Client.
The FSS API classes provide the interface that the applications need to access remote files.
The FSS Communications classes provide communications between FSS Client Systems
and FSS Server Systems, as well as between local and remote FSS Server Systems. The FSS
Server classes provide access to local files and caching of remote files. Lasdy, the UNS
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Figure 6: Block Design
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3.5 FSS Communications design
Figure 7 shows the design of the primary classes in the FSS Communications package. The
design calls for a single ClientConnectionManager per system (or Java Runtime
Environment). This object is responsible for spawning ClientConnection objects for
each
Server/Port pair with which the FSS API or FSS Server objects desire to communicate.
The ClientConnectionManager saves the Server/Port pair and the ClientConnection
reference, so that other objects wishing to communicate with the same Server/Port can be
handed the ClientConnection reference, and thus share the socket with other objects
concurrendy. The ClientConnection object opens a socket to the Server/Port specified
when the first request for communications is received. If the socket is already opened, it
just uses it.























T = A dedicated thread is assigned to this object.
Figure 7: FSS Communications design
A
"T"
in the upper right comer of an object in Figure 7 indicates that the object has a
single thread dedicated to it that operates some or all of the object's primary functionality.
Not shown in the figure are the Message objects that are passed from object to object and
system to system. Only the paths they travel are shown.
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The design also calls for a single ServerConnectionManager per FSS Server System. The
ServerConnectionManager is responsible for monitoring the
"well-known"
port for the
server and spawning the objects necessary to handle each
connection request that is
received. When the ServerConnectionManager receives a connection request from a
ClientConnection, it spawns a ServerConnection object to handle the socket, as well as
spawning any objects required by the FSS Server package. It then goes back to monitoring
the
"well-known"
port formore connection requests.


























T = A dedicated thread is assigned to this object.
Figure 8: FSS API design
Figure 8 shows the FSS API design. Since the ClientConnectionManager object has already
been discussed, it is not shown to simplify the figure. The
"API"
objects in the design are
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instantiations of the FSSFile, FSSFilelnputStream, FSSFileOutputStream and
FSSRandomAccessFile classes. These classes provide constructors and member functions
that are identical to the Java I/O classes they are designed after. In fact, when used to
access a file on the client system's disk, the FSS API classes use the Java I/O classes to
perform the operations.
For access to files on local and remote FSS Server Systems, the FSS API classes provide
new constructors with the same signatures as the original constructors, except for the
addition of a Service Key parameter. When one of these constructors is used by the
application, the FSS API object creates an FSSClient. The FSSClient class provides all of
the member functions necessary to fulfill the needs of the FSS API classes. When a request
is received, the FSSClient packs the FSS API object's request into a message, uses the
ClientConnection to send the message to the local FSS Server System, and waits for a reply
to be returned to its MessageQueue. When the reply is received, it is unpacked and the
response is passed back to the FSS API object, which in turn passes the response to the
application.
Notice that all FSSClients share a single ClientConnection and socket to the local FSS
Server System. All communications to the local FSS Server System are multiplexed through
this ClientConnection to reduce the number of sockets required and improve overall
communications efficiency.
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3.7 FSS Server design
Figure 9 shows the FSS Server design. Since the ServerConnectionManager and
ClientConnectionManager objects have already been discussed, they are not shown to
simplify the figure. When the ServerConnectionManager spawns a
ServerConnection
object to handle the new socket, it also spawns FSSServer and FSSCacheClient objects, and
MessageQueue objects for each. This set of three objects (plus MessageQueues) is spawned
for each new socket connection.
The ServerConnection object passes messages received from the socket to the FSSServer
object. The FSSServer object examines the Service Key to determine if the request is aimed
at this FSS Server System or a remote FSS Server System. If aimed at this system, the
FSSServer fulfills the request and returns a reply message to the ServerConnection to be
returned via the socket to the client. If the request is aimed at a remote FSS Server System,




















Figure 9: FSS Server design
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The FSSCacheClient is responsible for directing requests aimed at remote FSS Server
Systems to the correct ClientConnection, and to make use of the FSSCacheManager for
fulfilling requests from the cache. The ClientConnectionManager is used to determine the
proper ClientConnection to use for the desired remote FSS Server System (or to create a
ClientConnection for it, if not already available). Requests are received by the
FSSCacheClient from the FSSServer as well as the FSSCacheManager (in response to a
request passed to it from the FSSCacheClient).
The FSS Server design calls for one FSSCacheManager to be shared among all
FSSCacheClients in the system. This was done to maximize the efficiency of the cache.
The FSSCacheManager is responsible for fulfilling requests directed to it by getting the
desired information from the cache, or generating requests to obtain the desired
information from the appropriate remote FSS Server System. Once the information is
available, the request is fulfilled and a reply message is returned. The FSSCacheManager is
designed to handle numerous outstanding requests concurrentiy without delaying those
requests that can be fulfilled direcdy from the cache.
All of the objects in the FSS Server design, except for the FSSCacheManager, have a thread
dedicated to handling messages received from its MessageQueue or socket. This was done
to maximize asynchronous handling ofmessages throughout the design.
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Figure 10: Opening a channel and file on the local FSS Server System
Figure 10 shows the steps necessary to open a channel and file on the local FSS Server
System. This same sequence of events occurs for all FSS API objects (except thatwhen the
FSSFile class is used, OpenPath methods and messages are used instead of OpenFile
methods).
Notes:
1 . The socket to the local FSS Server System is opened at this time, if not already opened.
Save information about this channel for later use.
2. Checking the Service Key shows that the request is for this server. Use the UNSCHent
to validate the Service Key. Generate a Channel Kev. Generate a reply message and
return the Channel Kev in it. Save information about this channel for later use.
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3. Retrieve and update information about this channel, and use it to determine
which
FSSClient to pass the reply to.
4. Information for this channel is retrieved using the Channel Key. Access rights
for the
file are checked and the file is opened. Generate and return a reply message.
Update
the channel information.
5. Information for this channel is retrieved using the Channel Key, so that the reply
message can be passed to the correct FSSClient object.
Figure 1 1 shows the steps necessary to read or write a file on the local FSS Server System.
A read is shown, but the steps for a write are the same (except that data is written to the








































Figure 1 1 : Read or write a file on the local FSS Server System
Notes:
1. Information for this channel is retrieved using the Channel Key. Get the already
opened file from the saved information. Read data from (or write data to) the file.
Generate a reply message and return the data in it.
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2. Information for this channel is retrieved using the Channel Key, so that the reply
message can be passed to the correct FSSClient object.
























































Figure 12: Closing a file and channel on the local FSS Server System
Notes:
1. Information for this channel is retrieved using the Channel Key. Get the already
opened file from the saved information and close it. Generate and return a reply
message.
2. Information for this channel is retrieved using the Channel Key, so that the reply
message can be passed to the correct FSSClient object.
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3. When the garbage collector runs and collects this FSSClient object, it calls the object's
finalize member function before freeing the object.
4. Information for this channel is retrieved using the Channel Key. Since the channel is
being closed, the channel information is deleted invalidating the Channel Key.
Generate and return a replymessage.
5. Information for this channel is retrieved using the Channel Key, so that the reply
message can be passed to the correct FSSClient object. Since the channel is being
closed, the channel information is deleted.
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3.9 Accessing a file on a remote FSS Server System
In the following figures, the steps performed by the FSS API, FSSClient, ClientConnection



















































































Figure 13: Opening a channel and file on a remote FSS Server System
Figure 13 shows the steps necessary to open a channel and file on a remote FSS Server
System. This same sequence of events occurs for all FSS API objects (except that when the




1. Checking the Service Key shows that the request is for a remote server. Save
information about this channel for later reference.
2. The socket to the remote FSS Server System is opened at this time, if not already
opened.
3. Checking the Service Key shows that the request is for this server. Use the UNSClient
to validate the Service Key. Generate a Channel Key. Generate a reply message and
return the Channel Key in it. Save information about this channel for later use.
4. Save information about this channel for later use.
5. Information for this channel is retrieved using the Channel Key. The information
shows that this request is for a remote server.
6. If the desired information is not available in the cache, the FSSCacheManager
generates a request to obtain the first block of the file from the remote FSS Server
System. The Channel Key from the OpenFile message is used in the request. The
OpenFile message is saved along with other information about the file for later
reference.
If the desired information is already available in the cache, the steps involving
obtaining the information from the remote FSS Server System are skipped and a reply
is generated and returned (see note 9. below). Information about the opened filed is
saved for later reference.
7. Information for this channel is retrieved using the Channel Key. Access rights for the
file are checked, the file is opened, the data is read, the file is closed and the data is
returned in a replymessage.
8. Information for this channel is retrieved using the Channel Key, so that the reply
message can be passed to the correct FSSCacheClient object.
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9. The first block of the file is written to the cache. The OpenFile message is retrieved
and a reply is generated and returned. The saved information about the opened filed is
updated.







































Figure 14: Read and write a file on a remote FSS Server System
Notes:
1. Information for this channel is retrieved using the Channel Key. The information
shows that this request is for a remote server.
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2. If the desired information is not available in the cache, the FSSCacheManager
generates a request to obtain the data from the remote FSS Server System. The
Channel Key from the Read message is used in the request. The Read message is saved
with the information about the open file for later reference.
If the desired information is already available in the cache, the steps involving
obtaining the data from the remote FSS Server System are skipped and a reply is
generated and returned (see note 5. below).
3. Information for this channel is retrieved using the Channel Key. Access rights for the
file are checked, the file is opened, the data is read, the file is closed and the data is
returned in a reply message.
4. Information for this channel is retrieved using the Channel Key, so that the reply
message can be passed to the correct FSSCacheClient object.
5. The data from the file is written to the cache. The Read message is retrieved and a
reply is generated and returned.
6. Information for this channel is retrieved using the Channel Key. The information
shows that this request is for a remote server.
7. The data in theWrite message is written to the cache and the cache block is marked as
"dirt}*". A reply is generated and returned.
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Figure 15: Closing a file and channel on a remote FSS Server System
Notes:
1. Information for this channel is retrieved using the Channel Key. The information
shows that this request is for a remote server.
2. If any
''dirty"
blocks for this file exist in the cache, a CacheBlockWrite message is
generated for each one and sent to the remote FSS Server System. The CloseFile
message and information about the outstandingwrites is stored for later use.
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3. Information for this channel is retrieved using the Channel Key. Access rights
for the
file are checked, the file is opened, the data is written, the file is closed and a reply
message is generated and returned. This is performed independendy for each
CacheBlockWrite message received.
4. Information for this channel is retrieved using the Channel Key, so that the reply
message can be passed to the correct FSSCacheClient object.
5. The outstanding write
information for this reply is obtained and deleted. This is done
independendy for each CacheBlockWriteReply message received. If this was the last
outstanding write for this file, then the CloseFile message is retrieved and a reply
message is generated and returned.
6. Information for this channel is retrieved using the Channel Key. The information
shows that this request is for a remote server.
7. Information for this channel is retrieved using the Channel Key. Since the channel is
being closed, the channel information is deleted invalidating the Channel Key.
Generate and return a replymessage.
8. Information for this channel is retrieved using the Channel Key, so that the reply
message can be passed to the correct FSSCacheClient object. Since the channel is being
closed, the channel information is deleted.
9. Information for this channel is retrieved using the Channel Key. Since the channel is
being closed, the channel information is deleted.
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4. Project Evaluation
This section will evaluate the achievements made by the File System Service prototype.
4.1 Functionality
The File System Service prototype created as part of this thesis was intended as a "Proof of
Concept"
vehicle to demonstrate the service and that Java was a \iable language to develop
it in. As such, this was a success. The resulting prototype service meets all of the functions
intended, including being portable to any platform that supports the JDK vl.0.2. (The FSS
Server was tested on both DOS and Unix platforms.) In addition, Java proved to be a good
language for development. Although it is still maturing, the language is clean and sufficient
enough to develop awide range of applications.
The File System Service's API was also very successful. The FSS API classes are identical
to the Java I/O classes they were modeled after, when used to access files on the local
system. For those applications that desire access to files on remote systems, adding a
Service Key to the constructor is in most cases all that is necessary. (See "Appendix C:
Programmer's API
Guide"
for more information.) This makes it very easy for existing Java
applications that wish to upgrade to using the File System Service.
The original intent of this thesis included being able to handle user authorization using the
accounts and file permissions of the hosts where the FSS Servers were running. This was
not practical, due to the lack of support and knowledge ofmultiple users in Java, and the
need for the prototype to run with
'root'
privileges on UNIX workstations in order to





need to have been written to supply this functionality. Therefore, a
"mock-up"
of this
functionality was successfully implemented and demonstrated using access rights files for
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all files in a directory (and its sub-directories, unless a new access rights file was
encountered).
Another intent was to actually set up a remote server and test the service across the
Internet. However, the account that we planned on using was not available when needed,
and there was not enough time to arrange for another. Therefore, testing in the lab and
across the RIT LANs was all that was performed. Since the FSS depends on Java's socket
implementation and has been proven to work well on an over-utilized subnet, it is
reasonable to assume that the FSS would be as reliable across the Internet as any Java
socket connectionwould be.
A small problem with Java was encountered. Java provides mechanisms to create
directories, but no method to delete them. Therefore, a user can create new directories but
cannot delete themwhen using the FileManager application.
The design used provided a clean separation between the File System Service and the other
services (i.e., Desktop, User Name and Application services). This meant that very simple
stubs could be written, to allow the File System Service to be run and tested completely
independendy of the other services. This was a big plus, not only for development, but also
when it came time for integration with the other services (which took only a few hours to
complete). This also means that interested parties can further experiment and develop the
File System Service without needing to use the other services (if desired).
4.2 Performance
In general, the performance of the File System Service was less than expected. Some of this
could be attributed to the nature and lack of maturity of Java, but some should be
attributed to the design of the prototype.
Copying files from one server to another was significandy slower than desired. (See
"Appendix D: Performance
Timings"
for more details.) When compared to UNIX
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Remote Copy (i.e., 'tcp7) speeds, file copying using the File System Service took five to six
times longer. Further analysis of just the messaging turnaround times encountered in the
File System Service (also in Appendix D) showed that most of the time was lost in
communications, while a smaller portion may be attributed to object creation and garbage
collection.
More information about the efficiency of Java sockets could have been gathered by
comparing Java sockets to Unix sockets. To do this properly would have required writing
equivalent programs in Java and C, and comparing their performance. This would have
provided another data point regarding the effectiveness of Java sockets, confirming or
denying the results that were collected. However, time did not provide the opportunity to
do this testing.
When file block caching was added to the local FSS Server, performance improved
dramatically. When the cache was empty, there was no change to the file
cop)*
speeds.
However, once the cache contained a copy of the blocks of the source file, the time
required to copy the file was cut to less than half (but still two to three times more than
'rep1).
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5. Conclusion and Future Directions
This thesis proves that a Java-based File System Service can be created and is easily
portable to different platforms. However, the performance of the prototype leaves a
question regarding Java's performance unanswered, and whether a better design
combined
with platform specific compilation might produce a solution with acceptable performance.
For those interested in further experimentation with the File System Service, here is a list
ofpossible enhancements that could be implemented:
Improvements in Java and Compilation When this thesis was started, the only stable
version ofJava was JDK vl.0.2. Since then, JDK vl.l has become available and claims to
be significandy faster. In addition, JIT compilers and other platform specific compilers are
becoming available. Updating the File System Service to the newer versions of Java and
using newly available compilers could dramatically improve the performance of the
prototype. Also, maturity of the Java language may bring with it functionality (such as
"JavaNFS", slated for JDK vl.2) that could provide design opportunities that were not
available when the prototype was designed.
Another Java improvement that might come along would be support to change the
execution ownership of a program (if started as 'root'), or access to file ownership and
permissions. Real authorization could then be implemented without creating a platform
specific solution.
Asynchronous Cache Writes Currently, dirty file blocks in the prototype's cache are not
returned to their server until the application closes the file. For applications that hold files
open for periods of time, returning dirty blocks to their source asynchronously would
dramatically improve the time required to close a file.
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Better Cache Entry Aging and Invalidation
- The prototype's cache currendy holds file
block entries and directory entries for a maximum period of time, after which the entry is
deleted and must be re-obtained from the source server if still needed. These maximum
time periods are rather long to avoid re-transferring data if possible. A better mechanism
would be to compare the age of the cached entry against its original source, and only
transfer the data if the source has changed. In doing so, the time periods between checks
could be reduced producing a cache that is more reactive to changes made when remote
files and directories are shared bymultiple users.
Failure Recovery The prototype does not handle server failures well. Both the server and
any clients that use it must be restarted. (In some cases, other servers that use the failed
server must also be restarted.) Although loss of data is minirnized, a more robust design
that detects server failures and re-establishes communications once the server has been
restored would be a desirable.
File Block Read-ahead The cache in the prototype does not attempt to read file blocks
from the source server prior to when the client actually requests them (other than for the
first block). This change could have a dramatic effect on performance for first time
accesses of files from remote FSS Servers.
Client-side Caching The biggest deterrent to performance in the prototype was
communications. If the cache was moved from the local FSS Server to the client system,
performance could be improved. Unfortunately, this would break one of this
thesis'
design
philosophies, namely that the client was not required to have a local disk or large amounts
ofRAM for caching.
Direct communications with remote FSS Servers - The prototype design requires that
clients use their local FSS Server as an access point for files and directories on remote FSS
Servers (i.e., a sort of
"proxy"
arrangement). If caching were already available on the client,
then performance could be further improved if the clients were allowed to contact the




philosophies, in that multiple systems would need to be allowed access through any local
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Appendix A: Installation Instructions
This section contains the installation instructions for the File System Service and File
Manager Application.
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The LID File System Service
Keith A. Miller
May 1997
This README describes how to install, configure and start the File System Service and
its associated applications.
1.0 CONTENTS OF THE DISTRIBUTION.
Below is the directory structure delivered when the software is unpacked. The contents
of each major directory is also described.
code\
class_root All of the compiled Java classes.
DesktopUtils Source for a stubbed out version of the Desktop Utils.
FileMgr Source for the File Manager application.
FSSapi Source for the FSS API package.
FSScomm Source for the FSS Communications package.
FSSServer Source for the FSS Server package.
FSSutils Source for the FSS Utils package.
KeyGen Source for the Service Key Generation application.
keys Source for the Service and Channel Key objects (from Jeff Harman).
Ping Source for a test program that tests request turnaround time.
TimeCopy Source for a test program that tests time to copy a file.
UNSUtils Source for a stubbed out version of the UNS Utils.
README.txt This file.
2.0 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS.
The install and run the FSS, each system must have:
Approximately 10MBytes of disk space.
A minimum of 8 MBytes available real (or virtual) memory.
Java Developer's Kit version 1 .0.2 (or equivalent) installed.
Symantec's Visual Cafe version 1.0 was used to develop this software. It is HIGHLY
recommended. (I was able to receive a free copy, by calling Symantec and explaining
my needs. Otherwise, the cost is still very low.)Without Visual Cafe, the File
Manager application may show some display anomalies.
3.0 INSTALLATION, CONFIGURATION AND STARTUP.
The software can be setup in one of two ways: standalone, or integrated with the
Location Independent Desktop, UserName Service and Application Service. (For more
information on these other services, see "Java Based Internet User Name Service and
User Configuration Management", a thesis by JeffHarman, 1997.)
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3.1 STANDALONE OPERATION.
3.1.1 Unpacking and distributing the software.
The FSS software is distributed as a PKZIP archive. It can be unpacked into any directory.
To use the software in a standalone configuration, it is recommended that you select
multiple systems on a LAN, one or more to be used as servers and one ormore to be
used as clients. (We found that Unix workstations made better servers, andWindows95
capable PCs made the best clients.) Although with careful configuration you can run
multiple FSS Servers andMultiple FileManager applications on a single system, it is
much more effective to spread them out to multiple systems on a LAN. This is the
configuration that will be described here.
To use the software in a standalone configuration, you must unpack the software and
copy it to the selected systems. Only the class_root directory and its contents needs
to be copied for execution purposes. (If you have the space, copying the entire hierarchy
does not hurt anything.)When doing so, be aware that the names of the files define the
Java class they contain. Since Java is case-sensitive, the exact filenames including
upper-case and lower-case letters must be maintained.
3.1.2 Configuring the software.
Before using the software, each installation's configuration file must be setup. In
the class_root directory is a file called
"FSS.config"
This is a text file that can
be edited using any text editor. Comments starting with
"//"
may be entered anywhere
in the file, including appended to the end of a line. Each setting in the file consists
of a name in all upper-case letters, followed by a colon and the value of the setting.
Spaces generally separate the name, colon and value but are not required. The definitions
of the settings that can be made, and their recommended values are shown below:
Definitions of the settings:
HOST This is a full DNS system name.
PORT This is the port number that the FSS Server listens for
connections on.
CACHEDIRPATH This is a full path to the directory where cached entries
will be stored.
CACHE_DIRS This is a boolean flag that indicates whether directories
and file attributes should be cached. This must be set to
TRUE or FALSE.
MAXDIRENTRIES This is the maximum number of directory entries allowed in
the cache. This is an integer number.
MAXDIRAGE This is the maximum length of time (in minutes) that a
directory entry in the cache remains valid. (When an entry
becomes older than this, it becomes invalid and will be
deleted or replaced.) This is an integer number.
CACHE_FTLES This is a boolean flag that indicates whether file blocks
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should be cached. This must be set to TRUE or FALSE.
MAXFILEBLOCKENTRIES This is the maximum number of file block entries allowed in
the cache. This is an integer number.
MAXBLOCKAGE This is the maximum length of time (in minutes) that a
file block entry in the cache remains valid. (When an entry
becomes older than this, it becomes invalid and will be
deleted or replaced.) This is an integer number.
MAXFILEBLOCKSIZE This is the maximum number of bytes allowed in a file block
entry. This is an integer number less than or equal to 65536.
DEVELOPMENT This is a flag used during development to run a client and a
server connected via pipes in the same Java runtime environment.
This allowed them to be debugged simultaneously. (Not sure if
this still works, so "Caveat Emptor".) This must be set to TRUE
or FALSE, or left commented out.
Recommended values on a client system:
HOST This must be the DNS name of the local FSS Server System.










Recommended values on an FSS Server system:
HOST This must be the name of the local system.
PORT This must be the port number the FSS Server will listen to.
(Recommend picking a
"well-known"
value that is the same for
all servers. The prototype uses 301 1.)
CACHEDIRPATH This can be set to any directory. The directory must already
exist and must be initially empty, (".../code/cache")
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CACHE_DIRS Recommended value is TRUE.
MAXDIRENTRIES Recommended value is 30. (The total amount of space taken by
these entries is small, so their impact on cache size is limited.)
MAXDIRAGE Recommended value is 30.
CACHE_FILES Recommended value is TRUE. If this is set TRUE, CACHE_DIRS must
also be set to TRUE.
MAXFILEBLOCKENTRIES Recommended value is 64.
MAXBLOCKAGE Recommended value is 30.
MAXFILEBLOCKSIZE Recommended value is 65536.
DEVELOPMENT Commented out.
NOTE: The combination ofMAXFILEBLOCKENTRIES = 64 and
MAXFILEBLOCKSIZE = 65536 results in a cache size under 5 MBytes.
3.1.3 Setting up directories to be accessed by the FSS Server.
The FSS Server uses files named
".access.txt"
to control the access rights to directories
and their contents. The file contains fictitious user names and the access rights they
have for this directory and its contents. The entries in the files consist of a user name,




for read/write access. If a user is not




By default, a single
".access.txt"
file applies to the directory it is located in, all of




file is found at a lower level in the directory tree, it overrides the higher
level access rights file for the tree it is the
'root'
of.
3.1.4 Creating Service Keys for use by the File Manager.
In order to access the directories on the FSS Server, one or more Service Keys must be
generated for use by the FileManager. When starting the FileManager for standalone
operation, any required Service Keys must be in the current directory (usually the
class_root directory), and their filenames must end in
".key"
They will be loaded by
the EXE_API stub (contained in the DesktopUtils directory included in the FSS distribution)
and delivered to the File Manager application when requested.
An application called
"KeyGen"
is included in the FSS distribution that can be used to
generate and edit Service Keys for use in standalone operation mode only. (When integrated
with the Location Independent Desktop, the Service Keys are supplied from the Desktop, and
these key files are ignored.)
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The KeyGen application provides editable text fields for each of the entries in an FSS
Service Key, and the filename to write the key to. Service Key filenames MUST end in
".key"
for the EXE_API stub in DesktopUtils to use them. The text fields displayed in the KeyGen
application window and their definitions are as follows:
User name A fictitious user name as defined in the
".access.txt"
files.
UNS host The DNS name of the User Name Service system. (Not used when
operating standalone.)
UNS port The port number monitored by the UNS Server. (Not used when
operating standalone.)
Service request Defines the type of key. (Not used when operating standalone.)




FSS host The DNS name of the FSS Server system where access is desired.
FSS port The port number monitored by the FSS Server.
Base path The full path (including any required drive specifiers) of the
'root'
of the directory tree this key gives access to.
Key filename The name of the file to write the Service Key into.
To start the KeyGen application, in a Unix or DOS shell change directories to the
class_root directory. Then at the command prompt, type:
Java KeyGen <key_filename>
If <key_filename> is supplied, KeyGen will attempt to open a pre-existing key file and
display its contents in the editable fields. Otherwise, default contents are shown.
3.1.5 Starting and stopping the FSS Server.
To start the FSS Server, in a Unix ofDOS shell change directories to the class_root
directory. Then at the command prompt, type:
java FSSServerMain
An example of what will show on the screen when the software starts successfully is
shown below:
Symantec Java! ByteCode Compiler Version 200.033
Copyright (C) 1996-97 Symantec Corporation
FSSConfig: Using FSS.config
ServerConnectionManager.run: Opening well-known port - 301 1
The first two lines shown above are generated by the Java environment. Depending on your
environment, these or other lines may or may not be shown. See the documentation for
your Java package for more information. The last two lines are generated by the FSS
Server software. The next to last line above indicates that the configuration file was
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found and parsed. The last line indicates that the FSS Server is now waiting for connection
requests at the
"well-known"
port specified in the configuration file.
To stop the FSS Server, type a <cntl-C> in the window it was started in.
3.1.6 Starting and stopping the File Manager.
To start the File Manager, in a Unix or DOS shell change directories to the class_root
directory. Then at the command prompt, type:
Java FileMgr
The File Manager application will popup on the screen.
To exit the application, use the menu entry "File -> Exit". When prompted with "Do you
really want to quit?", click on the
"Yes"
button.
See the "FileManager User's
Guide"
for a full description of how to use the File Manager.
3.2 INTEGRATED OPERATION.
3.2.1 Unpacking and distributing the software.
The software is distributed as a PKZIP archive. It can be unpacked into any directory.
To integrate with the Location Independent Desktop, User Name Service and Application
Service, the FSS software must be unpacked and distributed as three distinct pieces: the
FSS Server and its support packages, the FSS API and its support packages, and the File
Manager application. When distributing these files, be aware that the names of the files
define the Java class they contain. Since Java is case-sensitive, the exact filenames
including upper-case and lower-case letters must be maintained.
To integrate with the User Name Service, the FSS Server software must be unpacked
and distributed to one or more systems that will be acting as FSS Server Systems. Only
the class_root directory and its files and subdirectories needs to copied to these
systems. In the FSS distribution, class_root/UNSUtils contains a stubbed out version of
the UserName Service. This must be replaced with the real UNSUtils. Obtain the UNSUtils
directory from the UNS distribution and place it in the FSS Server's class_root directory.
The FSS Server will use this version of the class instead of the stubbed out version.
To integrate with the Location Independent Desktop, the FSS API and its support packages
must be copied into the Location Independent Desktop's class_root directory. Then, when
the desktop executes any application that needs the FSS API, the classes will be available.





To integrate the File Manager with the Application Service, the File Manager's classes
must be added to the Application Server's class_root directory. The following files and











3.2.2 Configuring the software.
The FSS.config files in the FSS Server's class_root directory and in the Location
Independent Desktop's class_root directory must be configured in the same way as
discussed in section 3.1.2 above.
3.2.3 Setting up directories to be accessed by the FSS Server.
(See section 3.1.3 above.)
3.2.4 Creating Service Keys for use by the File Manager.
The Service Keys used by the FileManager are supplied to it by the Location Independent
Desktop. Any Service Key files created as discussed in section 3.1.4 above are ignored.
3.2.5 Starting and stopping the FSS Server.
(See section 3.1.5 above.)
3.2.6 Starting and stopping the File Manager
The Location Independent Desktop starts the File Manager upon user request.
To exit the application, use the menu entry "File ->
Exit"
When prompted with "Do you
really want to quit?", click on the
"Yes"
button.
See the "File Manager User's
Guide"
for a full description of how to use the FileManager.
4.0MISCELLANEOUS





Java programs that can be run from the prompt to test message turn-around times and
system to system file copy times, respectively. It is recommended that these not be run
onWindows95 systems, as the time amounts generated were found to be significantly flawed.
(For more information about these test programs, see their source code included in the FSS
distribution.)
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For further information regarding the design and implementation of the software, please see
"A JAVA BASED INTERNET FILE SYSTEM SERVICE", a thesis by Keith A. Miller, 1997.
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Appendix B: User's Guide




This document describes how to use the File Manager application provided with the File
System Service.
The File Manager is an application designed to exercise the capabilities of the File System
Service. It provides access to directories on the local system where it is run, as well as
access to directories on remote systems. The user can perform several types of operations
including creating new directories, cut, copy and paste of files, deleting and renaming of
files, etc.
Access to remote file systems requires valid Service Keys. These keys are typically provided
by the Location IndependentDesktop that the File Manager is started from.
2. Starting the FileManager
The File Manager is typically started using the Location Independent Desktop (see




from theApplication List popup window.
If the File System Service is being run standalone, the File Manager can be started at the
command line by typing:
Java filemgr
For more information on installation, configuration and standalone operation, please see
the README file included in the software distribution.
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3. Main Window
When the File Manager is started, the main window is displayed. The main window is




























































Figure 1 : File Manager main window
The main window consists of a menu bar and three text displays, "System in use",
"Current directory
listing"
and "Status Messages". The menu bar appears at the top of the





displays a scrollable list of files and directories in the current directory.
"System in
use"
tells the user where the current directory listing comes from,
"(local)"
indicates that the current directory is on the system that the client is being executed on.
Otherwise, the directory is from a remote file system and the display shows the "Additional
Info"
field from the Service Key used to access the remote file system. "Status
Messages"
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is a scrollable list that displays one or more messages describing the operations of the File
Manager and any errors that occur.
The entries in the "Current directory
listing"




entries at the top of the list represent the current directory and the current directory's
parent, respectively.
When finished using the File Manager, select "File ->
Exit..."
from the menu bar (i.e.,
click on the word
"File"
on the menu bar, and then when the popup menu appears click
on the word "Exit. . ."). A popup window will be displayed asking ifyou reallywant to quit.
Select (i.e. click on) the Yes button to exit.
4. Properties and DirectoryNavigation
The properties of the files and directories in the "Current directory
listing"
can be
displayed by clicking on an entry to highlight it and selecting "File ->
Properties..."
from
the menu bar. A popup window will display the information about the file or directory
selected. Figure 2 shows the Directory Properties and File Properties popup windows.
HHD irectorv properties
Directory Properties
Directory Name: j DesktopUtils






File Name: j DirectoryListEntry. class
Last Modified:





Figure 2: Directory Properties and File Properties popup windows
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To open one of the directories in the current directory listing, simply double-click on the




Jane Smith Nera York 3
Jane Smith -- San Francisco J
John Doe Hong Kong
John Doe London
John Doe New York m
; Caned
Figure 3: Open Remote Directory popup window
To open a directory on a remote server, select "File -> Open Remote
Dir..."
from the
menu bar. The Open Remote Directory popup window, shown in Figure 3, will be
displayed. This popup lists all of the remote file systems that the user has access to. (As
mentioned above, the "Additional
Info"
fields from all of the user's Service Keys are what
is actually shown.) To open one of these file systems, double-click on it or click on it to
highlight it and select the OK button. Status messages will be displayed describing what is
happening. Be patient, as these operations take time (approx. 15 seconds.). Once access to
the remote file system has been established and the current directory list has been updated,
the user can navigate to the desired directory (by double-clicking as previously described).
To return to directories on local system, select "File -> Open
Local"
from the menu bar.
The current directory listing will update with the new directory listing.
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5. File and Directory Operations
The File Manager provides the ability to create directories, copy files from one directory to
another (as well as between system), to rename files, and to delete them.
EaNew Folder
Enter new directory name below:
OK | Cane*]
Figure 4: New Folder popup window
To create a new directory, select "File -> New
Folder..."
from the menu bar. The New
Folder popup window, shown in Figure 4 will be displayed. Enter the name of the new
director*,*
and select the OK button. The current directory list will update, showing the old
list plus the new directory.





from the menu bar. Navigate to the new file
system and/or directory. Click on the destination director*,* to highlight it and then select
"Edit ->
Paste"
from the menu bar. The file will be copied from the source directory to
the destination directory, and the current directory list will be updated showing the old list
plus the new file. If
"Cut"
was selected, the source file will also be deleted.
When selecting a destination
director}* for pasting a file, remember that
"."
can be selected
so that the file is pasted into the current director)*, or
".."
can be selected so that the file is
pasted into the current directory's parent director}*.
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To delete a file, click on a file to highlight it and select "Edit ->
Delete"
from the menu
bar. The file will be deleted, and the current directory list will be updated showing the old
list without the file that was deleted. Note that the File Manager does NOT prompt for
confirmation.When you select delete, the file is immediately deleted.
t03Bj^Q; m
Rename File
Enter new file name below:
bk Caned
Figure 5: Rename File popup window
To rename a file, click on a file to highlight it and select "Edit ->
Rename..."
from the
menu bar. The Rename File popup window, shown in Figure 5, will be displayed. Enter
the new name for the file and select the OK button. The file will be renamed, and the
current directory list will be updated showing the old list with the old file entry removed
and a new entry using the new name will be added.
6. References
[Harman97] Harman, j.I., Java BasedLocation IndependentDesktop Environment,
Rochester Institute ofTechnology. Department ofComputer
Engineering,May, 1997.
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Appendix C: Programmer's API Guide






This document describes how to use the Application Programming Interface (API) objects
providedwith the File System Service (FSS) to access file systems on remote servers.
The FSS provides four objects that applications can use to access remote file systems;
FSSFile, FSSFilelnputStream, FSSFileOutputStream and FSSRandomAccessFile classes.
These classes are modeled after the Java I/O File, FilelnputStream FileOutputStream and
RandomAccessFile classes, respectively. The FSS API classes provide identical
constructors and methods for use when accessing files on the local system, and modified
constructors that require a Service Key parameter for access to remote file systems.
Since the vast majority of the functionality of these classes is identical to the Java I./O
classes they are modeled after, this documentwill only cover what is new or different in the
FSS versions of the classes.
2. FSSFile




These constructors create an FSSFile object. If the key is null, a file on the local
system will
be accessed (using the regular Java I/O class). If the key is non-null,
the object constructed
will provide access to a file on a remote file server.
public FSSFile (String path, Service_Key key)
public FSSFile (String path. String name, Service_Key key)
public FSSFile (File dir, String name, Service_Key key)
public FSSFile (FSSFile dir, String name)
public FSSFile (FSSFile dir, String name, Service_Key key)
Parameter descriptions: path = the file path
name
= the file name
dir = the directory
key
= the Service Key
2.2 Changes to member functions, etc.
The following member functions are not supported on remote file systems.
public String getAbsolutePath( )
public boolean isAbsolute ( )
public String [] list (FilenameFilter filter)
The following public variables hold appropriate values for the system where the file being
accessed resides. Also, in the Java I/O classes these variables are final static. Here, since







The FSSFilelnputStream class provides an Input Stream for reading files on both local and
remote systems. The FSSFilelnputStream class extends the java.io.InputStream class.
3.1 New constructors
These constructors create an FSSFilelnputStream object. If the key is null, a file on the
local system will be accessed (using the regular Java I/O class). If the key is non-null, then
the object constructed will access a file on a remote file server. If the file does not exist,
they throw a FileNotFoundException.
public FSSFilelnputStream (File file, Service_Key key) throws
FileNotFoundException
public FSSFileInputStream(FSSFile file, Service_Key key) throws
FileNotFoundException
public FSSFilelnputStream (String name, Service_Key key) throws
FileNotFoundException
Parameters descriptions: file = the file to be opened for reading
name = the system dependent file name
key
= the Service Key
C-4
3.2 Changes to member functions
The followingmember functions are not supported on remote file systems.
public int available ( ) throws IOException
public final FileDescriptor getFD() throws IOException
4. FSSFileOutputStream
The FSSFileOutputStream class provides an Output Stream for writing files on both local
and remote systems. The FSSFileOutputStream class extends the java.io.OutputStream
class.
4.1 New constructors
These constructors create an FSSFileOutputStream object. If the key is null, a file on the
local system will be accessed (using the regular Java I/O class). If the key is non-null, then
the object constructed will access a file on a remote file server. If an error occurs while
trying to open the file, an IOException is thrown.
public FSSFileOutputStream(File file, Service_Key key) throws
IOException
public FSSFileOutputStream (FSSFile file, Service_Key key) throws
IOException
public FSSFileOutputStream (String name, Service_Key key) throws
IOException
Parameters descriptions: file = the file to be opened for reading
name = the system dependent file name
key = the Service Key
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4.2 Changes to member functions
The followingmember functions are not supported on remote file systems.
public final FileDescriptor getFD ( ) throws IOException
5. FSSRandomAccessFile
The FSSRandomAccessFile class provides access to files for random access reads and
writes on both local and remote systems. The FSSRandomAccessFile class implements the
Datalnput and DataOutput interfaces.
5.1 New constructors
These constructors create an FSSRandomAccessFile object with the specified system
dependent file name and the specified mode. Mode
"r"
is for read-only and mode
"rw"
is
for read+write.. If the key is null, a file on the local system will be accessed (using the
regular Java I/O class). If the key is non-null, then the object constructed will access a file
on a remote file server. If an error occurs while trying to open the file, an IOException is
thrown.
public FSSRandomAccessFile (File file, String mode, Service_Key key)
throws IOException
public FSSRandomAccessFile (FSSFile file, String mode, Service_Key key)
throws IOException
public FSSRandomAccessFile (String name, String mode, Service_Key key)
throws IOException
Parameters descriptions: file = the file to be opened
mode = the access mode
C-6
name = the system dependent file name
key = the Service Key
5.2 Changes to member functions
The followingmember functions are not supported on remote file systems.
public final FileDescriptor getFD ( ) throws IOException
C-7
Appendix D: Performance Timings
This section contains the results and analysis of the timing tests performed on the File
System Service.
D-l
File Copy Timing Results
The File Copy test measured the time required to copy a file from one remote
Server to
another. To accomplish this using the File System Service, a client
application must read
the source file from a local FSS Server which in turn reads it from a remote FSS Server.
The client then writes the destination file to the local FSS Server which in turn writes it to
another remote FSS Server.
The file being copied for these tests was a 683KB ZIP file. The variables changed for
each
test case were whether caching was enabled
or disabled, and the buffer size used by the
client application's read/write loop. Timings with caching enabled were always started
with
empty caches, so that the effect of caching the
file's contents during the first copy
operation could be observed. All time values in the tables below are in the form
"minutes:seconds".
Test 1 - UNIX
"rcp"
To set the level of performance in perspective, the UNIX
"rep"
command (i.e., remote
copy) took three seconds to copy the file from one system to another. Since the File
System Service requires four such transfers to perform a file copy operation, (as described
above) the timing result to use for comparison purposes is 12 seconds.
Test 2 FSSwith caching disabled; application's copy buffer
= 8KB
first copy second third fourth fifth
Runl 4:00 3:50 4:42 4:53 5:33
Run 2 3:42 4:05 4:57 5:10 5:27
Compared to 12 seconds, these results are horrible. These results are due to the large
D-2
number ofmessage turnarounds required to transfer lots of small file blocks between each
of the systems involved. (See "Communications Turnaround
Test"
in this appendix for
more information about message turnaround times.)
Test 3 FSSwith caching enabled; application's copy
buffer = 8KB
first copy second third
fourth fifth
Runl 1:12 0:58 1:21 1:19 1:10
Run 2 1:11 0:59 1:14 1:21 1:02
These results are better due to the caching mechanism's effect on
communications. With
caching, the file block size used for transfers between the local FSS Server and the
remote
FSS Servers was 64KB instead of 8KB. This eliminates a large number of very slow
message turnarounds, resulting in a dramatic performance
improvement.
The fact that the source file is available in the cache after the first copy is complete shows
up as slighdy better performance
for the second copy. However, copy times for the third
and subsequent copy operations increased. No
clear-cut reason could be determined for
this loss in performance, but it is likely that the garbage collector may be the cause (as the
application creates and releases lots of objects over time when working with the small
buffer size and the large number ofmessage turnarounds this brings with it).
Test 4 FSS with caching disabled; application's copy buffer
= 64KB
first copy second third fourth fifth
Runl 1:05 1:07 1:07 1:15 1:10
Run 2 1:07 1:04 1:22 1:11 1:04
These results show that the 64KB transfer size is keeping the number of message
D-3
turnarounds between the local FSS Server and remote FSS Servers to a minimum. Also,
now that there are fewer message turnarounds between the client and the local FSS Server,
and thus fewer objects being created and destroyed, the garbage collector may be having
less of a problem.
Test 5 FSS with caching enabled; application's copy buffer
= 64KB
first copy second third fourth fifth
Runl 1:09 0:27 0:28 0:30 0:30
Run 2 1:04 0:27 0:26 0:29 0:31
These results show that copying the file blocks into the local FSS Server's cache does not
effect performance for the first copy. However, subsequent copy times are significantiy
better because the source file's contents are already available in the cache and the 64KB
transfer size rninimizes client to local FSS Server message turnarounds. The fewer number
ofmessage turnarounds may also be putting less of a strain on the garbage collector, as can
be seen by little loss in performance for third and subsequent copy operations.
This was the highest performance that the FSS could produce, but it was still 2.5 to 3 times
slower than Unix 'rep'.
Communications Turnaround Testing
The Communications Turnaround Test involved writing a special message type that
collected timing information at specific points as the message traveled through the File
System Service. The results were dumped to a file, loaded into a spread sheet and analyzed
to determine where all of the time was being spent. This section analyzes the spreadsheet
results, and includes the spreadsheets as a reference for the interested reader.
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Test 1 was used to study communications from a client
to a local FSS Server and back
again. Test 2 was used to study communications from a
client through a local FSS Server to
a remote FSS Server and back again. (Subtests a c are simply reruns of the
same test
performed at slighdy different times, to insure that any one test run is not in
itself flawed.)
The large numbers in the spreadsheets are absolute time values in milliseconds since the
epoch. Since the systems under test were not synchronized, absolute time values from a
single system can be compared to determine time durations, but absolute time values
between different system cannot be direcdy compared.
Test 1 shows that the time required to send the message from the client end of the socket
to the local FSS Server's end of the socket and back is not significant. However, the time
spent in the client preparing to send the message is significant. This
time can best be
attributed to object creation, since this is all that is happening during this period of time.
(Garbage collection is most likely happening as well, however there is no way to know for
sure.) On average, the total turnaround time for a client application's message is
~325ms.
Test 2 shows that the time required to send the message from the local FSS Server's end of
the socket to the remote FSS Server's end of the socket and back is significant. In addition,
for some unknown reason, the client to local FSS Server's socket communications also
grew. Together, they total ~900ms of the 1.3 seconds required to send a client application's
message through the local FSS Server to the remote FSS Server and back.
Careful examination of the spreadsheets will show occasional increases in socket
communications times, due to network traffic. These increases have been ignored in the
statements above. In addition, time spent in the client application increased in some of the
later tests runs in Test 1. This could be attributed to the need to do garbage collection.
These same increases in time are not seen in the Test 2 results, because the garbage
collection could be handled while the client system is idle waiting for the local FSS Server
and remote FSS Server to exchange information. Again, this is an educated guess, with no
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Appendix E: Misc. Design Information
This section contains high-level design documentation created using the Contract,
Responsibility and Collaboration (CRC) method described in "Designing Object-Oriented
Software"
byWirfs-Brock, Wilkerson and Wiener. The documentation is the output of an
automated CRC tool. This documentation was used eady in the development cycle to
define the interfaces and basic functionality of the primary classes in the File System
Service.
"Contracts"
are functions that a class or subsystem makes available for use by other classes
and subsystems.
"Responsibilities"
are functionality that a class is responsible for
performing. Contracts typically contain one or more responsibilities.
"Collaborations"
are
where one class uses another class's contact. Many responsibilities collaborate with other
classes to fulfill their functions.
In the document, all contracts are assigned unique numbers. The contracts are listed at the
end of the document in numerical order for easy reference.
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Subsystem: File System Service API
Classes: FSSClient, FSSFile, FSSFilelnputStream, FSSFileOutputStream,
FSSRandomAccessFile
Description: The File System Service (FSS) API package supplies access to the File
System Service for any application. The approach used mimics Java I/O's File,
FilelnputStream, FileOutputStream and RandomAccessFile classes, to make it easy
for applications to use. (If the file to access is on the local system's disk, the actual
Java I/O classes are used for access.)
Subsystem: File System Service Server
Classes: FSSCacheClient, FSSCacheManager, FSSServer
Description: The File System Service (FSS) Server provides access to both local files





Subsystem: File System Service Communications
Classes: ClientConnection, ClientConnectionManager, Message, MessageQueue,
ServerConnection, ServerConnectionManager
Description: The File System Service (FSS) communications package provides

















Description: Started in its own thread and runs as a daemon receiving Messages
from the socket and routing them to the appropriateMessageQueue.
(tracks which
message channel is associated with whichMessage Queue.). An independent




if the socket is not open, waitfor a sendMessage call to open it.








Message receivedfor last open channel, disconnect.




If 'open channelMessage and no open socket, connect to server.
If 'open
channel'
Message being sent, store Service Key and reply
MessageQueue.





Description: A single object that is shared by all objects that want to send messages
to another host. This object maps these requests so that multiple channels to the same
host are mapped to a single connection. Al functions are 'synchronized'. Spawns new
Connection objects for each new host/port # combination that some client wants to
communicate with. Each Connection object gets its own thread to run in.
Contracts
3. connect
ifa Client Connectionfor this host/portpair exists, return a reference it.






Description: This class connects the local FSS Server with the remote FSS Server. If
caching is enabled, this class also connects the FSSCacheManager into the stream,






Open a connection to the remote FSS Server and forward the message to it.
uses File System Service Communications(108), File System Service




Forward the message to the FSSServer.
uses File System Service Communications(108), File System Service
Communications( 107)
handle 'close channelmessage
Forward the message to the remote FSS Server.





Forward the message to the FSSServer.





If file caching is enabled, forward the message to the FSSCacheManager.
Otherwise, forward the message to the remote FSS Server.





Forward the message to the FSSServer.





If file caching is enabled, forward the message to the FSSCacheManager.
Otherwise, forward the message to the remote FSS Server.





Forward the message to the FSSServer.






If file caching is enabled, forward the message to the
FSSCacheManager.
Otherwise, forward the message to the remote FSS Server.





Forward the message to the FSSServer.





If file caching is enabled, forward the message to the FSSCacheManager.
Otherwise, forward the message to the remote FSS Server.





Forward the message to the FSSServer.





If file caching is enabled, forward the message to the FSSCacheManager.
Otherwise, forward the message to the remote FSS Server.





Forward the message to the FSSServer.





If file caching is enabled, forward the message to the FSSCacheManager.
Otherwise, forward the message to the remote FSS Server.





Forward the message to the FSSServer.





If directory caching is enabled, forward the message to the FSSCacheManager.
Otherwise, forward the message to the remote FSS Server.





Forward the message to the FSSServer.






If directory caching is enabled, forward the message to the FSSCacheManager.
Otherwise, forward the message to the remote FSS Server.





Forward the message to the FSSServer.





If directory caching is enabled, forward the message to the FSSCacheManager.
Otherwise, forward the message to the remote FSS Server.





Forward the message to the FSSServer.





If directory caching is enabled, forward the message to the FSSCacheManager.
Otherwise, forward the message to the remote FSS Server.





Forward the message to the FSSServer.





If directory caching is enabled, forward the message to the FSSCacheManager.
Otherwise, forward the message to the remote FSS Server.





Forward the message to the FSSServer.





If directory caching is enabled, forward the message to the FSSCacheManager.
Otherwise, forward the message to the remote FSS Server.






Forward the message to the FSSServer.





If directory caching is enabled, forward the message to the FSSCacheManager.
Otherwise, forward the message to the remote FSS Server.





Forward the message to the FSSServer.





If directory caching is enabled, forward the message to the FSSCacheManager.
Otherwise, forward the message to the remote FSS Server.





Forward the message to the FSSServer.





If directory caching is enabled, forward the message to the FSSCacheManager.
Otherwise, forward the message to the remote FSS Server.





Forward the message to the FSSServer.





If directory caching is enabled, forward the message to the FSSCacheManager.
Otherwise, forward the message to the remote FSS Server.





Forward the message to the FSSServer.





If directory caching is enabled, forward the message to the FSSCacheManager.
Otherwise, forward the message to the remote FSS Server.






Forward the message to the FSSServer.





If directory caching is enabled, forward the message to the FSSCacheManager.
Otherwise, forward the message to the remote FSS Server.





Forward the message to the FSSServer.





If directory caching is enabled, forward the message to the FSSCacheManager.
Otherwise, forward the message to the remote FSS Server.





Forward the message to the FSSServer.





If directory caching is enabled, forward the message to the FSSCacheManager.
Otherwise, forward the message to the remote FSS Server.





Forward the message to the FSSServer.





Forward the message to the remote FSS Server.





Forward the message to the FSSCacheManager.




Forward the message to the remote FSS Server.
uses File System Service Communications(108), File System Service
Communications^)
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handle 'cache block write
reply'
message
Forward the message to the FSSCacheManager.




Forward the message to the remote FSS Server.





Forward the message to the FSSCacheManager.




Forward the message to the remote FSS Server.





Forward the message to the FSSCacheManager.




Forward the message to the remote FSS Server.





Forward the message to the FSSCacheManager.




Forward the message to the remote FSS Server.





Forward the message to the FSSCacheManager.
uses File System Service Communications(108), FSSCacheManager(5)
handle 'cache rename to
'
message
Forward the message to the remote FSS Server.
uses File System Service Communications(108), File System Service
Communications^)
handle 'cache rename to
reply'
message
Forward the message to the FSSCacheManager.












See if the first block of the file is available in the cache. If so, create an open file
reply'
message, and return it to the client (via the FSSCacheClient). If the first
block is not available, create a cache
block'
message, send it to the remote FSS
Server (via the FSSCacheClient) to get it, and save the 'open
file'
message
pending the first block being returned.




If there are no
'dirty'
blocks for this file in the cache, create and return a 'close file
reply'





block, send them to the remote FSS Server
(via the FSSCacheClient), and save the 'close
file'
message pending all of the
writes completing.




If the desired block(s) are available in the cache, create a 'read
reply'
message and
return it to the client (via the FSSCacheClient). Otherwise, create 'cache
block'
message(s) requesting the data, send them to the remote FSS Server (via the
FSSCacheClient), and save the
'read'
message pending the block(s) being
returned.




If the desired block(s) are available in the cache, create a 'read line
reply'
message
and return it to the client (via the FSSCacheClient). Otherwise, create 'cache
block'
message(s) requesting the data, send them to the remote FSS Server (via
the FSSCacheClient), and save the 'read
line'
message pending the block(s) being
returned.




If the desired block(s) are available in the cache, create a 'read UTF
reply'
message and return it to the client (via the FSSCacheClient). Otherwise, create
'cache
block'
message(s) requesting the data, send them to the remote FSS Server
(via the FSSCacheClient), and save the read
UTF'
message pending the block(s)
being returned.





If data in the file will be overwritten, make wure the information is available in
the cache. If it is, write the new data to the cache, create a 'write
reply'
message
and sent it to the client (via the FSSCacheClient). If this data will be appended to
the end of the file, write the data to new block(s) in the cache, create a 'write
reply'
message and return it to the client (via the FSSCacheClient). Otherwise,
create 'cache
block'
message(s) requesting the required block(s), send them to the
remote FSS Server (via the FSSCacheClient), and save the
'write'
message
pending the block(s) being returned.




See if the file or directory information is available in the cache. If so, create an
'open path
reply'
message, and return it to the client (via the FSSCacheClient). If
theinformation is not available, create a 'cache
dir'
message, send it to the remote
FSS Server (via the FSSCacheClient) to get it, and save the 'open
path'
message
pending the cache dir being returned.




Create an 'open path
reply'
message and return it to the client (via the
FSSCacheClient).




If the desired information is available in the cache, create a 'can read
reply'
message and return it to the client (via the FSSCacheClient). Otherwise, create a
'cache
dir'
message requesting the information, send it to the remote FSS Server








If the desired information is available in the cache, create a 'can write
reply'
message and return it to the client (via the FSSCacheClient). Otherwise, create a
'cache
dir'
message requesting the information, send it to the remote FSS Server








Create a 'cache file
delete'
message requesting the file be deleted, send it to the
remote FSS Server (via the FSSCacheClient), and save the
'delete'
message
pending the file being deleted.




If the desired information is available in the cache, create a 'exists
reply'
message
and return it to the client (via the FSSCacheClient). Otherwise, create a 'cache
dir'
message requesting the information, send it to the remote FSS Server (via the
E-ll
FSSCacheClient), and save the
'exists'
message pending the information being
returned.




If the desired information is available in the cache, create a 'is directory
reply'
message and return it to the client (via the FSSCacheClient). Otherwise, create a
'cache
dir'
message requesting the information, send it to the remote FSS Server








If the desired information is available in the cache, create a 'is file
reply'
message
and return it to the client (via the FSSCacheClient). Otherwise, create a 'cache
dir'
message requesting the information, send it to the remote FSS Server (via the
FSSCacheClient), and save the 'is
file'
message pending the information being
returned.




If the desired information is available in the cache, create a last modified
reply'
message and return it to the client (via the FSSCacheClient). Otherwise, create a
'cache
dir'
message requesting the information, send it to the remote FSS Server








If the desired information is available in the cache, create a 'length
reply'
message
and return it to the client (via the FSSCacheClient). Otherwise, create a cache
dir'
message requesting the information, send it to the remote FSS Server (via the
FSSCacheClient), and save the
'length'
message pending the information being
returned.




If the desired information is available in the cache, create a 'list
reply'
message
and return it to the client (via the FSSCacheClient). Otherwise, create a 'cache
dir'
message requesting the information, send it to the remote FSS Server (via the
FSSCacheClient), and save the
'list'
message pending the information being
returned.






message requesting the directory be created, send it to the
remote FSS Server (via the FSSCacheClient), and save the
'mkdir'
message
pending the directory being created.







message requesting the directories be created, send
it to
the remote FSS Server (via the FSSCacheClient), and save the
'mkdir'
message
pending the directories being created.






message requesting the file be renamed, send it to the
remote FSS Server (via the FSSCacheClient), and save the 'rename
to'
message
pending the file being renamed.




Place the file block in the cache. Any pending messages are requeued to the
FSSCacheClient to be handled (now that the data is available).




Check to see if there are any more block writes pending for this file, if not and
there is a 'close
file'
message pending, create a 'close file
reply'
message and send
it to the client (via the FSSCacheClient).




Place the directory in the cache. Any pending messages are requeued to the
FSSCacheClient to be handled (now that the directory is available).






message, create a 'delete
reply'
message and send it to
the client (via the FSSCacheClient).






message, create a 'mkdir
reply'
message and send it to
the client (via the FSSCacheClient).






message, create a 'mkdirs
reply'
message and send it to
the client (via the FSSCacheClient).
uses File System Service Communications(107)
handle 'cache rename to
reply'
message
Find the pending 'rename
to'
message, create a 'rename to
reply'
message and send
it to the client (via the FSSCacheClient).





Description: This class is used by the other classes in the File System Service API
subsystem to manage communications with the File System Service (FSS). Other
classes outside the File System Service API subsystem may use this class, but it
requires an inherent knowledge of how the FSS works in order to use it correctly. All
operations are designed to be idempotent.
Contracts
6. OpenChannel
connect to the local FSS Server
uses File System Service Communications^)
send the 'open channelMessage to the FSS Server, with Service Key
usesMessage, File System Service Communications^)
waitfor 'open channel
reply'
Message, containing Channel Key
uses File System Service Communications(108)
store Channel Keyfor use in all subsequentMessages
7. CloseChannel
close thefile (ifnot already closed)
usesFSSClient(ll)
send the 'close channelMessage
usesMessage, File System Service Communications^)
waitfor the 'close channel
reply'
Message





uses Message, File System Service Communications(2)
waitfor the 'open file
reply'
Message

























uses Message, File System Service Communications(2)



























uses Message, File System Service Communications^)
waitfor the 'open path
reply'
Message





usesMessage, File System Service Communications^)
waitfor the 'can read
reply'
Message
uses File System Service Communications(108)
16. canWrite
send the 'can write
'
Message
uses Message, File System Service Communications^)
waitfor the 'can write
reply'
message























uses Message, File System Service Communications^)
waitfor the 'is directory
reply'
Message




























































uses Message, File System Service Communications^)
waitfor the 'rename to
reply'
Message
uses File System Service Communications(108)
27. closePath
send the 'close path
'
Message
uses Message, File System Service Communications^)
waitfor the 'close path
reply'
Message





Description: This class provides an "as close as
possible"
duplicate of the java.io File
class. If the (optional) Service Key is not supplied, then all requests will call the
regular File class functions. If the Service Key is provided, then the local File System




If the file is on the local system's disk, instantiates a File object.
open remotefile
If a Service Key is supplied, instantiates an FSSClient object to open a channel to
the local FSS, and then opens the remote path. Saves some path and file info
locally for later use.
uses FSSClient, FSSClient(6), FSSClient(14)
29. canRead
can read localfile
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses File::canRead().
can read remotefile




If the file is on the local system's disk, uses File::canWrite().
can write remotefile




If the file is on the local system's disk, uses File::delete().
delete remotefile




If the file is on the local system's disk, uses File::exists().
remotefile exists




get absolute pathfor localfile
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses File::getAbsolutePathQ.
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get absolute pathfor remote file
If using the FSS, function is NOT SUPPORTED.
34. getName
get namefor localfile
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses File::getName().
get namefor remotefile
If using the FSS, get the file name from local storage.
35. getParent
getparentfor localfile
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses File::getParent().
getparentfor remotefile
If using the FSS, get the parent directory path from local storage.
36. getPath
getpathfor localfile
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses File::getPath().
getpathfor remotefile
If using the FSS, get the pathname from local storage.
37. isAbsolute
path to localfile is absolute
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses File::isAbsolute().
path to remote file is absolute
If using the FSS, this function is NOR SUPPORTED.
38. isDirectory
localfile is a directory
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses File::isDirectory().
remote file is a directory
If using the FSS, passes the request to the FSSClient object.
usesFSSClient(19)
39. isFile
localfile is a file
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses File::isFile().
remotefile is afile




If the file is on the local system's disk, uses File::lastModified().
remotefile lastmodified date/time




If the file is on the local system's disk, uses File::length().
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remotefile length
If using the FSS, passes the request to the FSSClient object.
uses FSSClient(22)
42. list
listfiles in local directory
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses File::list().
listfiles in remote directory
If using the FSS, passes the request to the FSSClient object.
uses FSSClient(23)
listfiles in local directory withfilenamefilter
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses File::list(FilenameFilter).
listfiles in remote directory with filename filter
If using the FSS, this function is NOT SUPPORTED.
43. mkdir
make local directory
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses File::mkdir().
make remote directory




If the file is on the local system's disk, uses File::mkdirs().
make remote directories
If using the FSS, passes the request to the FSSClient object.
uses FSSClient(25)
45. renameTo
rename localfile to localfile
If the file is on the local system's disk, and the new name is on the local system's
disk, uses File::renameTo().
rename localfile to remotefile
If the file is on the local system's disk, and the new name is access via the FSS,
this function is NOT SUPPORTED.
rename remote file to localfile
If the file is accessed via the FSS and the new name is on the local system's disk,
this function is NOT SUPPORTED.
rename remotefile to remote file
If the file and the new name are accessed via the FSS and the Service Keys
match, passes the request to the FSSClient object.
uses FSSClient(26)
46. hashCode
get hash codefor localfile
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses File::hashCode().
get hash code for remotefile
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If using the FSS, get the hash code from local storage.
47. toString
return pathnamefor localfile
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses File::toString().
return pathnamefor remotefile




Description: This class provides an "as close as
possible"
duplicate of the java.io
FilelnputStream class. If the (optional) Service Key is not supplied, then all requests
will call the regular FilelnputStream class functions. If the Service Key is provided,




If the file is on the local system's disk, instantiates a FilelnputStream object.
open remotefile
If a Service Key is supplied, instantiates an FSSClient object to open a channel to
the local FSS, and then opens the remote file.
uses FSSClient, FSSClient(6), FSSClient(8)
49. available
available bytesfor localfile
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses FilelnputStream: :available().
available bytesfor remotefile
If using the FSS, this function is NOT SUPPORTED.
50. close
close localfile
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses FilelnputStream: :close().
close remotefile






to free up any resources.
uses FSSFileInputStream(50)
52. getFD
get File Descriptorfor localfile
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses FilelnputStream: :getFD().
get File Descriptorfor remotefile




If the file is on the local system's disk,, uses FilelnputStream: :read().
read remotefile
If using the FSS, reads an absolute number of bytes from an absolute position in





If the file is on the local system's disk, uses FilelnputStream: :skip().
skipfor remotefile




Description: This class provides an "as close as
possible"
duplicate of the java.io
FileOutputStream class. If the (optional) Service Key is not supplied, then all requests
will call the regular FileOutputStream class functions. If the Service Key is provided,




If the file is on the local system's disk, instantiates a FileOutputStream object.
open remotefile
If a Service Key is supplied, instantiates an FSSClient object to open a chennale
to the local FSS, and then opens the remote file..
uses FSSClient, FSSClient(6), FSSClient(8)
56. close
close localfile
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses FileOutputStream: :close().
close remotefile






to free up any resources.
uses FSSFileOutputStream(56)
58. getFD
get File Descriptorfor localfile
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses FileOutputStream: :getFD().
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get File Descriptorfor remotefile
When using the FSS, this function is NOT SUPPORTED.
59. write
write localfile
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses FileOutputStream: :write().
write remote file
If using the FSS, writes an absolute number of bytes from an absolute position in






Description: This class provides an "as close as
possible"
duplicate of the java.io
RandomAccessFile class. If the (optional) Service Key is not supplied, then all
requests will call the regular RandomAccessFile class functions. If the Service Key is




If the file is on the local system's disk, instantiates a RandomAccessFile object.
open remotefile
If a Service Key is supplied, instantiates an FSSClient object to open a channel to
the local FSS, and then opens the remote file.
uses FSSClient, FSSClient(6), FSSClient(8)
61. close
close localfile
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses RandomAccessFile::close().
close remotefile
If using the FSS, closes the file and then closes the channel to the FSS.
uses FSSClient(13), FSSClient(7)
62. getFD
get File Descriptorfor localfile
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses RandomAccessFile: :getFD().
get File Descriptorfor remote file
If using the FSS, this function is NOT SUPPORTED.
63. getFilePointer
get File Pointerfor localfile
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses RandomAccessFile: :getFilePointer().
getFile Pointerfor remotefile




If the file is on the local system's disk, uses RandomAccessFile: :length().
lengthfor remotefile




If the file is on the local system's disk, uses RandomAccessFile: :read().
read remotefile
If using the FSS, uses the FSSClient to read an absolute number of bytes from an
absolute position in the file specified by the locally stored File Pointer. Updates




If the file is on the local system's disk, uses RandomAccessFile: :readBoolean().
read BOOLEANfrom remote file
If using the FSS, uses the FSSClient to read a BOOLEAN worth of bytes from an
absolute position in the file specified by the locally stored File Pointer. Updates




If the file is on the local system's disk, uses RandomAccessFile: :readByte().
readBYTEfrom remotefile
If using the FSS, uses the FSSClient to read a BYTE from an absolute position in





If the file is on the local system's disk, uses RandomAccessFile: :readChar().
read CHARfrom remotefile
If using the FSS, uses the FSSClient to read a CHAR worth of bytes from an
absolute position in the file specified by the locally stored File Pointer. Updates




If the file is on the local system's disk, uses RandomAccessFile: :readDouble().
readDOUBLEfrom remotefile
If using the FSS, uses the FSSClient to read a DOUBLE worth of bytes from an
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absolute position in the file specified by the locally stored File Pointer. Updates




If the file is on the local system's disk, uses RandomAccessFile: :readFloat().
read FLOATfrom remotefile
If using the FSS, uses the FSSClient to read a FLOAT worth of bytes from an
absolute position in the file specified by the locally stored File Pointer. Updates
the locally stored File Pointer.
uses FSSClient(9)
71. readFully
read bytes fully from localfile
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses RandomAccessFile: :readFully().
read bytesfullyfrom remote file
If using the FSS, uses the FSSClient to read an absolute number of bytes from an
absolute position in the file specified by the locally stored File Pointer. Updates




If the file is on the local system's disk, uses RandomAccessFile: :readlnt().
read INTfrom remotefile
If using the FSS, uses the FSSClient to read a INT worth of bytes from an
absolute position in the file specified by the locally stored File Pointer. Updates
the locally stored File Pointer.
uses FSSClient(9)
73. readLine
read line from localfile
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses RandomAccessFile: :readLine().
read linefrom remote file
If using the FSS, uses the FSSClient to read a line from an absolute position in





If the file is on the local system's disk, uses RandomAccessFile: :readLong().
read LONGfrom remotefile
If using the FSS, uses the FSSClient to read a LONG worth of bytes from an
absolute position in the file specified by the locally stored File Pointer. Updates





If the file is on the local system's disk, uses RandomAccessFile ::readShort().
read SHORTfrom remote file
If using the FSS, uses the FSSClient to read a SHORT worth of bytes from an
absolute position in the file specified by the locally stored File Pointer. Updates
the locally stored File Pointer.
uses FSSClient(9)
76. readUTF
read UTF stringfrom localfile
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses RandomAccessFile: :readUTF().
read UTF stringfrom remote file
If using the FSS, uses the FSSClient to read a UTF string from an absolute




read UNSIGNED BYTEfrom localfile
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses
RandomAccessFile::readUnsignedByte().
read UNSIGNED BYTEfrom remote file
If using the FSS, uses the FSSClient to read a UNSIGNED BYTEworth of bytes
from an absolute position in the file specified by the locally stored File Pointer.
Updates the locally stored File Pointer.
uses FSSClient(9)
78. readUnsignedShort
read UNSIGNED SHORTfrom localfile
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses
RandomAccessFile: :readUnsignedShort() .
read UNSIGNED SHORTfrom remote file
If using the FSS, uses the FSSClient to read a UNSIGNED SHORT worth of
bytes from an absolute position in the file specified by the locally stored File




If the file is on the local system's disk, uses RandomAccessFile: :seek().
seekfor remotefile
If using the FSS, updates the locally stored File Pointer.
80. skipBytes
skip bytes in localfile
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses RandomAccessFile: :skipBytes().
skip bytes in remotefile
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If using the FSS, updates the locally stored File Pointer.
81. write
write localfile
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses RandomAccessFile ::write().
write remotefile
If using the FSS, uses the FSSClient to write an absolute number of bytes to an
absolute position in the file specified by the locally stored File Pointer. Updates
the locally stored File Pointer.
usesFSSClient(lO)
82. writeBoolean
write BOOLEAN to localfile
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses RandomAccessFile ::writeBoolean().
write BOOLEAN to remotefile
If using the FSS, uses the FSSClient to write a BOOLEAN worth of bytes to an
absolute position in the file specified by the locally stored File Pointer. Updates
the locally stored File Pointer.
usesFSSClient(12)
83. writeByte
write BYTE to localfile
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses RandomAccessFile: :writeByte().
write BYTE to remotefile
If using the FSS, uses the FSSClient to write a BYTE to an absolute position in




write bytes to localfile
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses RandomAccessFile: :writeBytes().
write bytes to remotefile
If using the FSS, uses the FSSClient to write bytes to an absolute position in the




write CHAR to localfile
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses RandomAccessFile: :writeChar().
write CHAR to remotefile
If using the FSS, uses the FSSClient to write a CHAR worth of bytes to an
absolute position in the file specified by the locally stored File Pointer. Updates
the locally stored File Pointer.
usesFSSClient(12)
86. writeChars
write chars to localfile
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If the file is on the local system's disk, uses RandomAccessFile::writeChars().
write chars to remote file
If using the FSS, uses the FSSClient to write chars to an absolute position in the




write DOUBLE to localfile
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses RandomAccessFile: :writeDouble().
write DOUBLE to remote file
If using the FSS, uses the FSSClient to write a DOUBLE worth of bytes to an
absolute position in the file specified by the locally stored File Pointer. Updates
the locally stored File Pointer.
uses FSSClient(12)
88. writeFloat
write FLOAT to localfile
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses RandomAccessFile::writeFloat().
write FLOAT to remote file
If using the FSS, uses the FSSClient to write a FLOAT worth of bytes to an
absolute position in the file specified by the locally stored File Pointer. Updates
the locally stored File Pointer.
usesFSSClient(12)
89. writelnt
write INT to localfile
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses RandomAccessFile::writeInt().
write INT to remote file
If using the FSS, uses the FSSClient to write a INT worth of bytes to an absolute




write LONG to localfile
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses RandomAccessFile: :writeLong().
write LONG to remotefile
If using the FSS, uses the FSSClient to write a LONG worth of bytes to an
absolute position in the file specified by the locally stored File Pointer. Updates
the locally stored File Pointer.
usesFSSClient(12)
91. writeShort
write SHORT to localfile
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses RandomAccessFile::writeShort().
write SHORT to remote file
If using the FSS, uses the FSSClient to write a SHORT worth of bytes to an
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absolute position in the file specified by the locally stored File Pointer.
Updates
the locally stored File Pointer.
usesFSSClient(12)
92. writeUTF
write UTF string to localfile
If the file is on the local system's disk, uses RandomAccessFile: :writeUTF().
write UTF string to remotefile
If using the FSS, uses the FSSClient to write a UTF string to an absolute
position












Description: This class is the
'guts'
of the File System Service. Al requests to the




If local service is desired, validate the Service Key, generate a Channel Key and
send an 'open channel
reply'
message to the originating host. Save information
about the channel including the Channel Key.
If remote service is desired, forward the 'open
channel'
message to the
FSSCacheClient for fulfillment. Save information about the pending request.
uses File System Service Communications(108), File System Service




Update the channel information with the remote Channel Key received. Forward
the 'open channel
reply'
message to the originating host.
uses File System Service Communications(108), File System Service
Communications^ 10)
handle 'close channelMessage
If channel is for local service, send a 'close channel
reply'
message to the
originating system. Remove the information for this channel.




uses File System Service Communications(108), File System Service
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Find the channel information and remove the entry. Forward the 'close channel
reply'
message to the originating host.





If the channel is for a local file, create a RandomAccessFile object to access the
file. Send an open file
reply'
message to the originating system.
If the channel is for a remote file, forward the 'open
file'
message to the
FSSCacheClient for fulfillment. Save information about the pending request.
uses File System Service Communications(108), File System Service




Forward this message to the client.





If the channel is for a local file, close the RandomAccessFile object used to
access the file. Send a 'close file
reply'
message to the originating system.
If the channel is for a remote file, forward the 'close
file'
message to the
FSSCacheClient for fulfillment. Save information about the pending request.
uses File System Service Communications(108), File System Service




Forward this message to the client.





If the channel is for a local file, call the RandomAccessFile::read() function to
access the file. Send a 'read
reply'
message to the originating system.
If the channel is for a remote file, forward the
'read'
message to the
FSSCacheClient for fulfillment. Save information about the pending request.
uses File System Service Communications(108), File System Service




Forward this message to the client.





If the channel is for a local path, use the File::readLine() function to determine
the response. Send a read line
reply'
message to the originating system.




FSSCacheClient for fulfillment. Store information about this request to be used
when the reply is received.
uses File System Service Communications(108), File System Service




Forward this message to the client.





If the channel is for a local path, use the File::readUTF() function to determine
the response. Send a 'read UTF
reply'
message to the originating system.
If the channel is for a remote path, forward the 'read UTF
to'
message to the
FSSCacheClient for fulfillment. Store information about this request to be used
when the reply is received.
uses File System Service Communications(108), File System Service




Forward this message to the client.





If the channel is for a local file, call the RandomAccessFile ::write() function to
access the file. Send a 'write
reply'
message to the originating system.
If the channel is for a remote file, forward the
'write'
message to the
FSSCacheClient for fulfillment. Save information about the pending request.
uses File System Service Communications(108), File System Service




Forward this message to the client.





If the channel is for a local path, create a File object to access the path. Send an
'open path
reply'
message to the originating system.
If the channel is for a remote path, forward the 'open
path'
message to the
FSSCacheClient for fulfillment. Save information about the pending request.
uses File System Service Communications(108), File System Service




Forward this message to the client.






If the channel is for a local path, use the File::closePath() function to determine
the response. Send a 'close path
reply'
message to the originating system.
If the channel is for a remote path, forward the 'close
path'
message to the
FSSCacheClient for fulfillment. Store information about this request to be used
when the reply is received.
uses File System Service Communications(108), File System Service




Forward this message to the client.





If the channel is for a local path, use the File::canRead() function to determine
the response. Send a 'can read
reply'
message to the originating system.
If the channel is for a remote path, forward the 'can
read'
message to the
FSSCacheClient for fulfillment. Store information about this request to be used
when the reply is received.
uses File System Service Communications(108), File System Service




Forward this message to the client.





If the channel is for a local path, use the File::canWrite() function to determine
the response. Send a 'can write
reply'
message to the originating system.
If the channel is for a remote path, forward the 'can
write'
message to the
FSSCacheClient for fulfillment. Store information about this request to be used
when the reply is received.
uses File System Service Communications(108), File System Service




Forward this message to the client.





If the channel is for a local path, use the File::delete() function to determine the
response. Send a 'delete
reply'
message to the originating system.
If the channel is for a remote path, forward the
'delete'
message to the
FSSCacheClient for fulfillment. Store information about this request to be used
when the reply is received.
uses File System Service Communications(108), File System Service





Forward this message to the client.





If the channel is for a local path, use the File::exists() function to determine the
response. Send an 'exists
reply'
message to the originating system.
If the channel is for a remote path, forward the
'exists'
message to the
FSSCacheClient for fulfillment. Store information about this request to be used
when the reply is received.
uses File System Service Communications(108), File System Service




Forward this message to the client.
uses File System Service Communications(108), File System Service
Communications^ 10)
FSSCacheClient
If the channel is for a local path, use the File::isDirectory() function to determine
the response. Send an 'is directory
reply'
message to the originating system.
If the channel is for a remote path, forward the 'is
directory'
message to the
FSSCacheClient for fulfillment. Store information about this request to be used
when the reply is received.
uses File System Service Communications(108), File System Service




Forward this message to the client.





If the channel is for a local path, use the File::isFile() function to determine the
response. Send an 'is file
reply'
message to the originating system.
If the channel is for a remote path, forward the 'is
file'
message to the
FSSCacheClient for fulfillment. Store information about this request to be used
when the reply is received.
uses File System Service Communications(108), File System Service




Forward this message to the client.





If the channel is for a local path, use the File::lastModified() function to
determine the response. Send a 'last modified
reply'
message to the originating
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system.
If the channel is for a remote path, forward the 'last
modified'
message to the
FSSCacheClient for fulfillment. Store information about this request to be used
when the reply is received.
uses File System Service Communications(108), File System Service




Forward this message to the client.





If the channel is for a local path, use the File::length() function to determine the
response. Send a length
reply'
message to the originating system.
If the channel is for a remote path, forward the
'length'
message to the
FSSCacheClient for fulfillment. Store information about this request to be used
when the reply is received.
uses File System Service Communications(108), File System Service




Forward this message to the client.





If the channel is for a local path, use the File::list() function to determine the
response. Send a list
reply'
message to the originating system.
If the channel is for a remote path, forward the
list'
message to the
FSSCacheClient for fulfillment. Store information about this request to be used
when the reply is received.
uses File System Service Communications(108), File System Service




Forward this message to the client.





If the channel is for a local path, use the File::mkdir() function to determine the
response. Send a 'mkdir
reply'
message to the originating system.
If the channel is for a remote path, forward the
'mkdir'
message to the
FSSCacheClient for fulfillment. Store information about this request to be used
when the reply is received.
uses File System Service Communications(108), File System Service





Forward this message to the client.





If the channel is for a local path, use the File::mkdirs() function to determine the
response. Send a 'mkdirs
reply'
message to the originating system.
If the channel is for a remote path, forward the
mkdirs'
message to the
FSSCacheClient for fulfillment. Store information about this request to be used
when the reply is received.
uses File System Service Communications(108), File System Service




Forward this message to the client.





If the channel is for a local path, use the File::renameTo() function to determine
the response. Send a 'rename to
reply'
message to the originating system.
If the channel is for a remote path, forward the 'rename
to'
message to the
FSSCacheClient for fulfillment. Store information about this request to be used
when the reply is received.
uses File System Service Communications(108), File System Service




Forward this message to the client.





Description: Encapsulates a message. Includes functions that know how to send itself


















Description: A simple FIFO message queue.
Contracts
107. putMessage
add theMessage to the end of the queue.
108. getMessage




Description: Started in its own thread and runs as a daemon receiving Messages
from the socket and routing them to the FSSServer. An independent sendMessage
contract can be called by another thread to send aMessage out the socket.
Contracts
109. ServerConnection
receiveMessagesfrom the socket and route to the FSSServer.
uses Message(106), MessageQueue(107)
ifsocket closes, report to the user and exit.
110. sendMessage





Description: This class manages the "well known
socket"
for the File System Service
and accepts connections coming into it. For each new connection, a Connection object











create FSSCacheClient running in its own thread
uses FSSCacheManager
create FSSServer running in its own thread
uses File System Service Server(94)
create ServerConnection running in its own thread
uses ServerConnection(109)



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix F: Source Code Printouts
This section contains printouts of all of the Java source code. The directory breakdown
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